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INTRODUCTICT
Althow-h certain critics have mentioned Blasco
Ibtfti'lez's women characters in their

.ritings, they often

releFate these persons to a suborciinate role relevant to
the development of the plot and to the philosophy of the
author.

Eany of the earlier critics have mentioned the

importance of the setting in :Blasco Ibiiez's novels, as
did James C. Swain when he wrote in 1935, "Especially in
his Valencian novels, Arroz 7 Tartana, Flor de 'r:avo, La
barraca, and Ciiias
important 1-ole."1

b rro, does the settinrr play an
As recently as 1961, Sherman Eoff has

pointed out how characterization is secondary to the
milieu of the People in Some of Blare° Ibanez's early
2
writing-,
There are, nonetheless, notable women who play an
important part in some of Masco Ibanez's early novels.
Eduardo Fetoret-Paris has mentioned the significance of
J. C. Swain, "The Albufera Thirty Years After
(if.emories of Caifas y barro,)" Hispanda, XVIII (February/
1935), 25.
2
Sherman Eoff, The Nodern Spanish Novel (New York:
igew York University Press, 19'61), 1757-17-117.

t;
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2
women in both Carias y L - rro and Flor de Ka7o.3

Dthia

.;.anuela in Lrroz y tartana and :7cleta in Cc17:as v barro
are cited by Antonio Est-dna as being significant human
portraits.

Ror:era-Navarro has indicated the mastery

with v:hich Blasco Ibanez created a particular kind of

woman in

In.t-Te naran 4os.5

T(o. Pic:ores in Flor de

has been called a stronr and dominant character.6

syo
still

another wonan has been singled out for the complexity of
her character in 31asco Ibez's

La :1.:ala Desnuda.7

In recognition of the fact that some ronen do play
/an important role in some of Blasco Ibanez's earlier novels,
this investiFation seeks to reveal certain aspects of
particular kind of woman -- the dominative woman.

a

In

3Eduardo Betoret-Paris, "Valencian Professicnal
Types In The works of Vicente Blasco Ibtfiez," Kentucky,
Foreim LanpruaRe Quarterly XI, No. 2 (1964), 62.

Blasco

4
Antonio Espina, "Ojeada actualizante sobre
IbKaz," Revista (le Occidente LVIII (January,

1963),

67.

L. Romera-Navarro, Historia De La Literature
Espanola, Segunda Edicion (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,

1.777-5. 758.
6

Eduardo Betor”-Paris, El Costumbrismo Relonal
En La Obra De Blasco Iba3iez (Valencia: . Fomento De Cultura,
1957, p. 272.
?James O. Swain, Vicente Slasco Ib417ez General
Study Enecial :T7nhasis On Realistic Technicues (EriaVYlle,
Tennessee: Graphic Arts, University of Tennessee, 1959),

p. 124.

4

3
order to present some of the siFTnificance of the dominative
woman, an e7amination of portions of the life and philosophy
4—
of Blasco Ibanez will be made. In addition, Arroz z
tartana, vlor de .1ayo, Entre naran

OS,

zas v barro, and
Ca-r-

La Ma'a Desnuda will be studied in order to illustrate
31asco

presentation of the dominative woman, her

characteristics, imagery related to her, and her roles in
these works as they relate to aspects of the author's life
and philosophy.

CHAPTER I

4,
VICENTE BLASCO IBANEZ
At times the personal lives of some writers are not
essential to a serious consideration of their works.

With

4
,
Blasco Ibanez, nevertheless, this is not the case, for as
CADmez De Eaquero says, "Las ideas personales de Plasco
Ibanez se reflejan claramente en sus obras."

It has also

been stated that he lived his works.9
if, indeed, Fiasco Ibanez did live his novels and
his ideas are reflected in his works, it appears that some
biographical data and interpretations about Blasco Ibanez
Will help to reveal information pertinent to the
understanding of the dominative woman in some of his early
novels.
At.
Vicente Blasco Ibanez was born on January 27, 1867,
in Valencia, Spain.10

8_

rof•

- was the first
1-.e
child of Don Gaspar

/

Gomez De Baouero, "Novelistas espaTioles
modernos," Cultura Espa?:Ola Revista, Tome XII, Vol. II/
(1903), 939-

g

'Los Escritores Espalibles, Libro-Homenale Al
Inmortal 7ovelista V. Blasco Ibez-TTITEemoriam
(Valencia: 1-ror-,eteo, 171
77)7-137-7710-

etoret-.1=aris, 71 Cortv--MT-1p7r, Rer1 cna7,
So::e other ez_rlier sources have cited January 29, 1867 as
the birth date of Blasco Ibanez.

4

5
7,
Blasco y Teruel and Ramona Ibanez .art(.;-1ez.
was a grocery owner.

His father

He held the wish of acouiring enough

money from small land holdings so that he could retire
from his business and enjoy his old age in a middle-class
manner.

Beng a practical man, don Gaspar, it is told,

wanted a daughter instead of a son, for he envisioned that
11
it
a daughter would be a greater help in his ol:!. age.
was, nonetheless, many years before a daughter, the last
as born to Gaspar Fiasco and Ramona Ibanez.
child, was

In

fact Blasco Ibanez was almost grown before his sister was
born.
It would annear that being the only child for most
of his early life was an i=ortant factor in the development
/of Blasco Ibanez's personality.

It is generally conceded

that durin7 his childhood Blasco developed into a person
of tenacious and rebellious temperament.

Although he was

the only child for most of his early years, 21asco
encountered in his home mixed desires for his future.
':7hile his father wanted him to be a _uccessor in his
business, his mother viewed. Masco's early inclinations
toward religion as the proper direction for his future
-- a minister of the church.

However, neither of

these professions was what Elasco wanted.
adventure of the sea attracted him.

Instead, the

Two obstacles caused

/ 11-amon
Ibanez, .-,11
1..art,inez 'Le La Riva,
Vida, Su Cbra, Su !uertg', Sus 17et-,res-17771-i-Y7777ci-ria:
271 n. 17.
Editorial undo Latino, 197

6
this wish to be forever unfulfilled:

his inability in

mathematics; and his mother's apprehensions about the
dangers of sea lire.12
a4

:-:is early days were marked by punishments for his
rebellious and undisciplined manner at school, as well as
those rendered to him by his mother at home.13

Having

c:4
:

failed at mathematics and having met disfavor from his
mother for his choice of a life at sea,
to choose another profession.
loned for the sea,
,14

Even though he still

amcr que se nota en tcdas sus

he decided to become a lawyer so that his

parents would not be c-rieved.
to :ho

71.asco was forced

To some extent, for parents

he had been a constant source of lorry, this must

have been a happy decision.

To a very rebellious and

stubborn young man, this surely was somewhat cnrressive,
a continuance of what much of his guarded infancy had
been.15
It is interesting to note that even though :Blasco
IbEiRez was thwarted by personal rejections, personal
punishments, and restrictions of personal freedom wherein
12
Emilio Gasco Contell, Genio Y Fip-ura
/
Ibanez, Azitador, Aventurero Y !:ovellsta
1.frodisio 1.guao, S. A., 19577, p. 34.

Elasco

137t
etoret-Paris, El Costumbrismo Regional, p. 23.
14r:ae,r.
.

Ccntell, Aventurero
p. 31.

e
.... •

7
he could fulfill his vocational choice, he did not allow
these to dominate him.

Instead, he found outlets which

would come to aid him in his future struggles against
forces of domination.
One of those outlets was an interest which Blasco
developed in Politics.

It is stated that this interest

was stimulated by his reading of political and
revolutionary books that ,
:7-re prohibited in his home.16
These readings were instrumental in helping to form the
personality of this author writes Betoret-Paris:
La influencia de estas ler.turas/en la formaciOn
espiritual de Blasco, robustecida is tarde por la
de Victor Hugo, que en aouel tiempo le era
totalmente desconocido, unida a la del ambiente en
que transcurri6 toda su infancia y Fran arte de su
juventud, ex-oilcan el doble cara
literario
(cter
politico -- de la personalidad de nuestro autor.17
These two avenues, literary and political, served as
Blasco's means to resist the dominating influences that
not only oppressed him but those which oppressed others
as well.
His first usage of these means, nevertheless, led
to his imprisonment.

Having nearly reached his seventeenth

year, Blasco published a sonnet wherein he asked the
people, not only of Spain, but of all Europe, to rise up
against monarchies.

His imprisonment of six months for

16 eto et-Paris, =71 Costurf71-iso Re;rional, p. 29.
17Itid.,

D. 29.

8
speakinr out against the rovernment was only one of the
more than thirty which were evntually to follow.

Not

only did this meet with disfavor from the Spanish
government, but Blasco's parents received his republicanism
with a cautthn that prompted them to urge him towards law
school.
Before he was to graduate from law school, however,
Blasco was to employ other means to resist sane of those
forces that opposed him.

One of his means was to simply

abandon Valencia and try to liberate himself from law
13
It was
school by earning a living. for himself in tadrid.
there that he served as a copier for Manuel Fernandez y
- :ho, by that time, was nearly blind; it was at
Gonzalez, ;
that time that ?lasco lived a Pohemian existence.

His

attempt to find freedom was once azain thwarted, however.
This time the dominating authority of his mother followed
him to 1:adrid and directed him back to Valencia.
Another means by which Blasco Iblfiez sought freedom
Vrom the student's life which he had not chosen was to mix
with many kinds of people outside the classroom.

In fact,

these departures are cited by "etoret-Paris as formative
Influences for some of his early novels:
los de estudianiie en el Instituto y en
Durante sus dila Universidad, Blasco era ms aficignado a corretear
Dor la huerta y a visitar las algnerias, las tabernas
y los cafet;nes cercano5 a la ciudad que las aulas.
Se relaciono y se mezclo con las clases populares,
18Lartfnez De La Riva, inasco Itanez, Su Vida,
p. 21.

9

•a

pescadores, del Cobaiial, de is Albuf era o huertano.
Ea vivid° las perirecias de sus personajes antes de
trasladar al papel sus experiencias, pescando y
cazando en la Albufera, embarc4rdose con los
contrabandistas, asistiendo a la pesca del bou y
corriendo el riesgo de los temporales en el mar, por
lo cue la exactitud de lo cue describe es extrema,
tanto al hablar de la ciudad coo de las distintas
secciones cue comprende la campina. Producto de ello
son las magnificas pg.ginas de este gruno de novelas,
con episodics de un realism° y vitalidad
sorprendentes, bien sean de La Parraca mercado de
animales en el cauce del rio, barbeM al aire
litre, Tribunal de las Aguas, taberna de Cora,
etc4tera--, de Flor de Mayo -- llegada de las
pescaderas al fielato de consumos, contrabando,
regreso de las barcas al puerto--, de CaEas z Ferro
El Palmar, la Dehesa, caza y per.ca
o de Tntre
,Naranlos
inundacion de Alcira, los naranjales.19
Once again, however, his conduct met with his mother's
disgust.20
In snite of these de7Iartures, and in spIte of ,he
fact that his professors did not see him until the end of
the year, nasco was able In a few weeks to con-Tlete the
necessary work for the entire year.

In this manner, at age

nineteen, 'Entre trancas y barrancas, articulos
periodicticos, discursos de mitin y alguna que otra ltAcha
de barricadas, 21asco Ib5ez terminO FU carrera de
abolzado."21
Instead of turning to this as a Profession, he
directed his ener:-Ies towards aid1nr7 the cause of the
republic.

In doing no, in less than three years Rlasco

197-etoret-Paris, El Costumbris7o Regional, p. 101.
7). 91.
21 Eartinez De La Riva, Blasco Ibrez, Su Vida,
p. 23.

.•••
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uas forced to flee from his country in order to save his
.22
liberty

Again he had met forces which had dominated him.

The ::ipanish government, hov:ever, did permit him to
return to Valencia in 1891. Highly significant for Blasco
/Ibanez, this return not only gave him an opportunity to
live in his native land, but in that same year he married
arfa Blasco del Cacho, the lady who became the mother of
four cf his children.

Aided by money left to him at his

mother's death and assisted by his father, Blasco founded
El Pueblo, a republican newspaper, shortly after his
marriage.

This newspaper was an outlet which presented

some of his first novels to the public and also served as
a means fel. Tilasco to express his republican ideas.23
Encountering financial difficulties, Blasco was
forced to close down his newspaper.

Dpreover, some of the

dominating forces in his life reappeared.

Again, in 1395,

Elasco had to emirate, this time to Italy.

He was able,

nevertheless, to return to Spain after a few months.

This

apparent good fortune was only a prelude, however, to a
greater oppression which he was to endure.

For shortly

after his return from Italy, Fiasco was confined for more
than one year in the prison at Valencia.

Again his

expressions supporting a republic and opposing the Yonarchy
had met resistance from some of the oppressive fcrces of
his country's
9")

p. 24.

23
Ibid., p. 40.

•••
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Beinc. the born fighter that he was, nevertheless,
Blasco Ibez did not passively accede to such forces.

In

fact, upon leavinp this imprisonment, he was elected by the
people of Valencia to the post of dirutado to the Spanish
Parlament°.24
It is told that from the first day of his presence
in Conpress Blasco awakened curiosity.25

It took little

time for this curiosity to prow into an admiration for his
leadership and oratorical eloquence.

:*•4

By means of his

impassioned speeches and lively debates which penetrated
into the spirit and heart of the people, Blasco's prestige
grew.

Marcelino Domingo has said that Blasco's temperament

was not suited to the atmosphere of this Parlament° with its
statisti..s, concise reports, and cold documentation.26
Again Blasco sought freedom from a way of life which he
apparently felt was restrictive.
In 1907 and 1908, Blasco once again left his native
land, traveling through Europe, Asia Minor, and Latin
America.
4
4

In 1909 he tried to found colonies in Argentina

and Paraguay, but Blasco incurred financial reverses in
these ventures and returned to Europe in 1913, taking up
residence in Paris.

He brought with him his second

24Ibid., p. 25.
2c
-'Los Escritores
Dn. 144-145.

,spar:oles 9 Libro Hcmcnale,

26Ib1d., p. 218.

_
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Elena Crtuzar Bulnes, a Chilean wIlo filled

he void left

in his life brourtt about by the death of his first wife.
Later she bore him his last two children.
Hy this time he 1- ad established for himself a
reputation as a leading apostle of the new movement of
protest a7ainst the royalty and aFainst the Feneral
indifference ant.1 ir,7norance in Smin.27

From his writings

also had acquired a sizeable fortune that allowed hi
to live in France, away from the oppression :1-.1ch was
certain for him in Spain.

Espina indicates that t:As

wealth never caused nasco Ibanez to acquire the
mentality of the nely rich.28

If one accepts Blasco's

words, he will rote that his mission was neither the
accumulation of wealth nor the glory which came from his
works.29
Instead, Blasco ernressed rather directly wh-,t he
was trying to do when he stated, "1 an solely and si7,
.ply
out to rid my beloved country of a dreadful curse."
"
'
Goldberg indicates that through his life and writinns
Blasco tried to brin.7 about "...the abolition of all
27R. H. Keniston, "An Apostle of ew Spain,"
The Nation, LXXXVII (December, 1908), 622.
28Espina,

evista de Occidente, LVIII, P. 61.

2g
'Casco Contell, A7enturero Y 7cvelista,
p. 180.
'
Ferdinand Tuohy, "Me anThe is Rocflng a
iation," The ation, C:a (April, 1925), 415.

al•

•••
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enemies to proFress and freedom.':1

It has been noted

that in many ways the curse to which Blasco alluded
oppressed and dominated him, even though he persisted in
32
1:is heroic strurgles a7ainst it.
Concerning the components of that dreadful curse
/a7ainst which Vicente Blasco Itancz fouFht, Antonio de
Lezama writes that -xiasco's literary work as well as his
life stood arrainst blind and greedy politics which sent
men off to war.-

Keniston indicates that Blasco struggled

aFainst nettiness and self-centered narrowness which sprang
from human ignorance and resulted in human suffering.
Rafael Conte quotes significant words of Blasco when he
writes, "Sus illtimas palabras son alegato para 'matar el
egoismo' de los dominadores, para que la 'abnexaciCn y la
tolerancialse extiendan por el =undo en crisis."35
It would appear, therefore, that as Blasco Ibanez
analyzed his country, he liaFed his struFgle against human
ignorance, human egoism, and greedy politics.

He sought to

31Isaac Goldberg, "Vicente -, lasco Ibanez," The
Dial, LXV (Kovember, 1918), L15.
32 artLez De La Riva, Blasco Ibanez, 9u Vida,
p. 295.
11
Los Escritores Espanoies, Libro-Ho7.ena7el,
pp. 15L-155.
34Keniston, The

"35

tion, LXXXVII,

22.

Hafael Ccnte, "Vicente Blasco .I.ane7:
Lecciones De Un Centenario," CFA, IXXII (September,
1967), 514.

14
achieve for .-pain what he called an inward revolution.

That

is, he said that man may prozress materially, but an in1;ard
4

revolution is necessary for true success.36
This dreadful curse azainst which Baasco fouzht
not only dominated him in many ways, but, for him, it stood
in the path of those rood thinzs which he envisioned for
:nain.

Part of that dream was that all men would create

a ne7.7 attitude of understandin7 and tolerance cf others,
rather than beinz guided solely by individual desires.
oreover, this dream provided for a different form of
zovernment that would be concerned for all of the people,
2

a zovernment that would not be traditionally bound to
repeat the cast, but would admit a new approach.
Furthermore, this new approach would not oppress its
71e; instead, it would provide creative conditions for
free expression.
This, then, was part of the dream for 1Thich 7Icente
Blasco Loanez struzzled.

It contained, nonetheless, basic

aspects that ran ccunter to the traditional strueture of
the country.:37

Beinz the type person he wr:.s, IBlaFco chose

only one course -- to fizht openly against the nonarchy,
militarism, the corruption of the church, colonial wars,
and the dominative elements of his culture.

'`.11,4 d

a7-%.onte,

•

CKA, Lc-II, 512.
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Certain aspe:ts of the biographical data and
personal aspirations of Blasco Idriez are reflected in
some of his early novels.

within these works the

dominative woman personifies some of the forces against
which Blasco Ibanez fought in his life.
Re7arding the similarity of some of the facts in
Arroz

tartana and its author's childhood, "etoret-Paris

writes that many of Blasco's memories of his infancy are

38
contained within this work.

It deals with a family of

middle-class conditions, similar to nasco's family.

As

did ddra Manuela's family, Plasco's mother and father
purchased land upon which they built a house that
overlooked the magnificent panorama of the Valencian
meadow.

39

i.!ore important to this study, however, are

some of the dominative forces found in Arroz v tartana
that are similar to tose with which Blasco strugzled in
his life.

Some of the same qualities which that dreadful

curse contained are embodied in dd?.a Manuela, whose
egotistic character and actions lead to corruption and
destruction.

Balseiro labels her destructive qualities

as most fatal when he writes, "Los de dora. Manuela, que
contribuye a is infelicidad y la bancarrota de su
33Petoret-Paris, El Costumbrismo Rerionnl, D. 49,
11.
40
Ibid., p. 188.

16
primogenito, Juanito, le motivan la muerte."41
It is known that Blasco actually 1:ade trips by
boat and engaged in contraband similar to incidents
Of this Eetoret-Pa2is writes

described in Flor de iavo.
the following:

'
Blase,
se embarcO, y durante dos clas estuvo
haciendo la vida de los =arineros. Al regreso
soplaba lfuerte viento Se Levante y el mar se
alboroto, haciendo dificil y peligrosa la entrada
en el puerto. Esta experiencia la utiliza, sin
duda, al describir el regreso de las barcas
sorprendidas p,or la tempestad en Flor de :*avo.
En otra ocasion acompaii6 a los contrabandistas de
tabaco, en uno de sus viajes a Argelia, para
conocer directamente los riesgos,y la manera de
introducir este anero en la PeninFula en contra
de las disposiciones del Gobierno.42
In addition to these personal experiences, Blasco utilized
definite iTpressions of old friends and members of his
43
family in Flor de !:ayo.

Gasco Contell has gone so far

,-

as to name persons who were real models for some of the

*
Al,
1
*

characters in this no1el.

44

Of greater significance to

this investigation is Dolores who embodies aspects of the
dreadful curse which Blasco described as being instrumental

14.5

in helping to cause suffering and tragedy.

4/

Jose A. Ba/seiro, Blasco IbLez, Unamuno, Valle
InclAn, Baroja, Cuatro
7ITFTE T5177-57—a= Sons, 1549), p. 2s.
42 etoret-Paris, El Costumbrismo Re!7iona1, p. 34.
41
-Los Escritores Espaoles, Libro-c7:eneie, p. 22.
44
o Conte7 7, Avcntlzrer,:
77. 73-75.
Lc_
Revtsta de Occidente, VI, 65.
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In :3ntre naranios Leonora is rost likely the
representation cf an actual Russian opera sinFer rhon
46
T=lasco had known.

Similar to the occasion on which

7-,lasco's mother forced him to return to Valencia from
Madrid, dthia Bernarda dominates her son, Rafael, and forces
hin to abandon forever Leonora, his love, and to return to
Valencia.

F.ven thouz,h Leonora an-sears for a. time to exert

-er dominative
a domfnating influence upon Rafael, - stronE,
47
force is exerted by doria Bernarda upon her son.
Iilarities cf Blasco's life to portions cf one
of his most famous novels, CaZas
:_art(nez De La Riva m

that

barro, are easily seen.
/
_entios osen Francisco, an uncle

of Uasco's father, was the person who is represented as
Pare MiFuel in this work.43

Reminiscent of Fiasco's

father, Tonet's mother preferred to have a daughter instead
of a son.

As Tonet's father held definite wishes for him,

Flasco's father and mother had definite desiFns for his
profession.
:7eleta, who clearly personifies aspects of that
dreadful curse, portrays the evils of Treed in Ca'r7as z
barro.

Her 7reed has been designated by Starkie as the
./
--:.artinez De La Riva, Blasco Ibanez, Su Vida,

p. 118.
47
'Swain, Vicente Masco Ibanez Realistic
Technirlues, D. 122.
4SMArtnez De La Riva, Blasco Ibanez, Su 1iida,
P• 19.

18
49
quality which causes her to be a monster.

Samaruca,

::eleta's sister-in-law, also demonstrates greed by her
constant watchfulness to see whether Neleta violates her
deceased husband's will, thereby causing the money to rome
to her instead of to Neleta.

Betoret-Paris sees Samaruca

50
as a selfish nerson who exemplifies greed.
In La ,Y.Ala Desnuda, Renovales, similar to Blasco,
searches for freedom of artistic expression.

His

51 as
hysterical wife exerts a form of tyranny over him,
Blasco was to some extent restricted by the oppressive

•

forces of his country's government.
It is not difficult to see some similarities of the
life of Blasco Ibanez to some of the characters and
situations of some of his early novels.

Although it is

important that there were some actual models who are
IA

represented in some of these works, what is significantly
more important to this study is that aspects of the
oppression and domination against which Blasco struggled
all of his life are portrayed by a particular kind of
woman -- the dominative woman.
49%:alter Starkie, "Blasco Ib4kez, 1867-1928°,
The Nineteenth Century and After, LI (April, 1923), 549,
50Betoret-Paris, El Costumbrirmo Rer7ional,
P. 183.
1 /
3omez De Baquero, Cultura

sano1aHevf_rta, XTI,

sl+3.

•••

CH ?TER II

CHARACTERISTICS 0? DO'AINATIVE
In order to understand the ir7portance of the
dominative woman related to aspects of the author's life
and philosophy it is essential to have a clear conception
of her characteristIcs and to see how these are often
revealed in her physical appearance.
The dominative woman is a force which, through her
domination, tring13 about oppression, sufferinF7, and
destruction.

Although oppression, suffering, and

destructton are usually the results of this dominatic.n,
there are several ways in which this functions.

This fact

causes the otserver to realize the need to analyze so-7e of
the characteristics of 71asco's dominative woman in some of
his early novels.
Selfishness is one of the characteristics of the
dominative woman In Elasco's Arroz

tartana.

An Important

character in this novel, if not the most important one,
do'5:a 1,:anuela has been discussed by several critics.

Cne of

these, James Swain, contends that she is selfishness
inca—na4- e.52

t

is point it should be noted that

. b52Swaln, Vicente 131asco Icanez Sealistic Techn!=es,

p. 43.
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selfishness in diAa Eanuela, as is the case with each of
the dominative women examined, expresses itself in several
directions.

In doaa Manuela's case, her odious selfishness

is much of the basic motive which manifests itself in other
negative characteristics.

For by her selfishness she

displays materialism, sexual immorality, and destructiveness.
Gasco Contell describes the selfish manner with which doaa
Manuela goes abont her sexual immorality and materialism
which lead to destruction.53
Some of do7la Manuela's selfish qualities reveal
themselves through her lack of concern for others.

Near

the beginning of Arroz z tartana this may be observed.

As

dol:
t a :anuela shops with two of her servants, it becomes
vident that she has very little concern for the feelings
of others.

Only after loading-down her servants with a

myriad of Purchases does she acknowledge the suffering
which they have been Sustaining from carrying her heavy
baskets,
Abandonaron las carnicertas para eentrar en el
mercado de la fruta, entre los dos porticos. La
gente arremolintbase en las entrachas, y all1 fue
donde doF.a Zanuela se dici cuenta por uimera vez
de la molests persecuciOn que sufrfa.)4
53Gasco Contell, Aventurero Y Novelista, p. 72
54 Vicente nasco IbYez, "Arroz y tartana" in
Obras Corrletas, Tome I. 4th ed. (adrid:
1S.'61),
T7—'27-5. Hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, all
direct ouctaticns will ve cited frc:r. this so-_zce when
dealing with the novels studied in this writing.
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Long before this point, the narrator

already made it

perfectly clear that these poor servants had encountered
difficulties with the weicht of doFa

anuela's purchases.

Another aspect of doa :.:anuela's selfishness is
her extreme concern for a life of appearances.

Doria

i.:anuela's brother don Juan presents to Juanito hi L; dismay
because of his sister's main concern:
--TU madre estli loca
decfa algunas veces a
Juanito en la puerta de Las Tres Rosas --. Si
esto sigue.mas tiempo, todos iris a pedir.
limosna. (Ah, cue cabeza•
Parece
imposible que sea ml hermana'
Para ella 10
principal es aparentar, y del maFfana que se
acuerde el diablo. Lo que yo Sigo: arroz y
tartana
y trampa adelante.-;5
It is not just a dismaying effect which this form of
selfishness produces.

It also creates suffering.

Through

dOZa Manuela's desire to maintain appearances, she causes
suffering for Juanito, her son.

After trying to justify

1
to Juanito her need td use his money, doa nanuela 1ef7,ves
no doubt as to what effects her selfish concern for
appearances produces:

"Y el pobre rnachacho callaba

sufriendo pacientemente las irritantes mentiras de ddFia
nanuela, cue segufa hablando de los sacrificios por los
hijos."56

=ecause of Juanito's mother's hypocrital

supplication, Juanito is forced to change his mind from
usin,-,; his money to marry a girl whc77. he loves to rllowing
p. 233.
56Ibid or, p. 305.
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his mot':Ier to spend it to maintain appearances.

It Is

easy to understand why James 0. Swain says, "Do5a :anuela
to keel) up apnearances, will stoop to any crine or vice."57
In Flor de 777o Dolores demonstrates quite clearly
•••••......W

this same selfishness.

Some of her selfishness is

illustrated by her adulterous relationship with Tonet, her
husband's brother.

Antonio Espina mentions how this

relationship causes suffering for Rosario, Thnet's wife.53
Sexual in2mora1ity, nevertheless, is not the only avenue for
Dolores's selfishness.

It, like that of dcr.Ta Zanuela's

selfishness, takes the direction of materialistic
-1. •-•

is stated by Tietoret-Faris that, beca.are of Dolo-es's

greed, her husband is urp:ed into the illegal practice of
transporting contraband.59

De7T. --2ernarda

in Entre naranlos
.
, another dominative

woman, displays selfishness as one of her siznificant
characteristics.
way.

This is deronstrated in more than one

ene of its expressions is her desire for absolute

power.

A clear picture of this desire is presented early

in this novel.

Immediately after her husband, Ramln Erull,

has died, the following is noted: "Cuando doTTa Bernarcla
/
se vio sola y duena absoluta de u cara, no pudo ocultar
57fwain, Vicente Blasco ibtrez Realistic Technicues,
p. 121.

5 Espina,

evIst. ce Ccc:rte, LVIII,

4<

592etw*et-Faris, El Costur:bris7no Tler7ionnl,

D.

20.
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su satisfaecion.
mujer..60

Ahora se verL de lo cue era capaz Ina

In view of the fact that her huband has just

died, her selfishness in seeking absolute power in her
house is Elaringly evident.
Ddria Bernarda's selfishness expresses itself in
another way.

To work her

upon her son, rhe appeals

to the honor of the family name.

That is, in order to

dissuade her son from seeno: a ;om-In at The Blue House,
dona Bernarda causes him to put the family honor and the
profession she wants hi.7 to pursue above his or desire:
Es que ouerfa deshonrar el no:.-..bre de la familia,
comprometiend_o su porvenir rol(tico?
Selfishness in ,7:o?a'a =lernarda is also illustrated
by her lack of love for her husband.

Near the outset of

the novel, doii'a 9ernarda's lack of love for her spouse
is clearly evident:

"No anaba a su marilo; tenfa el

e;7ofsmo de la serlora campesina cue considera cumplidos
todos sus deberes con ser fiel al eszoso y ahorrar dinero."62
In fact, the reader is told that the only thin::: which unites
don

Bernarda with her lurband, don RamA, is the desire

to maintain the authority of the family.63

So great is the

4r)

'- T-'lasco Ibanez, "Entre naranjos, $1 in
Conpletar7, p. 577.

<66.
r'-2

P.

57L•

41
,

,'

bras
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selfishness of Tiernarda which de7ionst-mtes itcel: in a
lack of love for her husband, that she even prays for her
husband's death:
Dios mot

"... y rogaba rentalmente:

1 Que se

uera pronto este hombret"64

DoZa 7iernarda's selfishness is also demonstrated
by her desire for her son to marry Remedios, a young la
whom he does not love.

To conceal why her

on is hesitant

to consummate his marriage with Remedios, 3ernarda lies to
Remedios and her femily."
ich she is

1:er lying is simply a means

to employ in order to manage the

outcome of events.
of Rafael, her son:

Swain says in alluding to her management
...Rafael Prul/ ... is to be a

/

66

figurehead managed by his mother and don Andres."

After

Rafael has broken relations with Leonora, the 1.7oman he
lOVEP,

the selfishness of doria 3ernarda reveals itself

trour-h her contentmen;t:
Doi-1a Pernarda mostr4base contenta de su Rafael.
Se acabaron las miradas feroces, los gestos severos,
las mudas escer;as entre madre e hijo, que presenciaban
con temor los intimos de la casa.
Ya no iba a la casa azul; lo sabfa con gran
certeza rrracias al espionaje Fratuito cop que la
servfan las gentes afectas a la familia.u7

64Ind., p. 577.
n. 657
44_

ain, Vicente Masco Ibanez Realistic Technioues,

pp. 89-90.
67741ar:co ihez, "Entre naranios," in Obras
- )etas, D. 642.
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The selfishness of doiia 3erriarda in Entre naran'os
manifests itself in many directions.

he sl-lows contentment

at seeing her son break relations wjh the only woman he
loves.

She is quite willing to appeal to the family honor

as a means to dissuade her son from EEeing his lover.

She

displays such a lack of 'eve for her husband that she wishes
him dead.

Ehe is ready to lie in order to conceal

information opposed to her plans.

And, above all, doTia

Bernarda passionately thirsts for that power which would
allow her to dominate, that is, absolute power.
Ca7las z barro reveals a striking example of the
dominative woman.

:eleta, the most

nificant woman of

this novel, and, according to 3a1n, Elasco's strongest
68
woman character,
Portrays a s71fishness that is perhaps
the most ob-ious within the novels beirni studied in this
investigation.

So obvious is this characteristic that the

reader can hardly avoid the hideous effects which it reveals.
As a partial outgrowth of her selfishness, I;eleta embodies
several characteristics that make her, as Starkie has
stated, a r7onster.69
Through her self-centered narrowness, Neleta
demonstrates her Rreed.

In a most Inhuman manner this

dominative woman commits actions, because of her selfish
greed, that result in destruction.

In her greed for the

68
S;iain, Hispania, XVIII, 34.
69
Starkie, The ::!eteerth. Centur7 and After,
LI, 549.
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7,oney left to her by her recently deceased husbrnd,
:eleta is willinr- to beat herself r:Ty:-Acally because of
the threat she thinks her unborn child is to her retent
ion
of her inheritance:
Calcula con toda frialdad el abandon° de su
hljo tan pronto nazca, contra culen siente un
odio oue es una monstruosidad en una madre: 44,Yeleta
odiaba con furor salvaje al ser oculto que se ovia
en sus entranas, y con el pu-7,o cerrado re golneaba
bestialmente, coo si puisiera arlastarlo dentro de
la claida envoltura.;
;
;>(u
She then plans the abandonment of her own child and
forsakes what most likely could be a situation wherein she
may have normal relations with Tonet.

Her selfishness

further Dre-;ents her from marrying Tonet, her lover.
money stands scuarely in the way:
riqueza la transformaba.

Her

"La poresin de la

Yucho ouer(a a Tonet; per° entre

este y sus bienes, no dudaba en sacrificar al amant
e."71
There is nothing, in fact, that will stand In the
way of ::eleta's desire to acquire enough money
to fulfill
her ambition.

She envisiens a definite end for herself for

which she is willing to do anything:

No siempre habfa de

estar llenando coras y tratando con becdos; querL1
acabar
sus dfas en Valencia, en un piso, como una seTiOr
a que
vive de sus rentas."72 To achieve the end that
she has
70
Eetoret-Faris, El Costu::briralo Regional, p. 183.
71 Vicente "narco Ihez. Car-7 'r bnrrc (d ed.;
1- uenos Aires: Esraca-Calre, 1952), p. 173.
72Ib1d.
, p. 174.
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conceived for herself, Neleta marries a man whom she dces
not love:
`7o ameba a su marido, estaba semuro de ello;
sentfa mayor afici6n por muuhos de los que visitaban
su taberne, pero tenfa is pruder-ia de le hembra
egofsta y reflexive que se case por la utilidad 4,
desea rl comprometer su calma con infidelidades.f J
If one Xevps in mind that, as Eoff has written,Neleta in
her attempt to escape from her state of poverty marries
74
Canamel,
he will understand not only her actions but
also her motive.

Truly is Balseiro accurate when he writes

of Neleta: "... he aqu‘ una inquientante fiF-,.raciA de la
avaricia, enc:arnada en Neleta ...."76
Similar to Dciiia Bernarda's lack of remorse for her
recently deceased husband in Entre naranlos, Neleta,
because of her selfish Freed, displays practically no
sorrow when her husband dies.
with

Instead, Neleta is concerned

en- sure she his been provided for by her husband,

whom she has never loved:
Neleta ap9nas llort. Ctra cosa le preocupaba.
Cuando el 5adaver hubo salido para el cementerio
elle se vio libre de los consuelose que le ,
prcefimaben las gentes de Ruzafa, solo penso en
buscar al notario cue habia redactado el
testamento y enterarse de la voluntad de Cu esposo.76
71

p. 78.

74Sherman H. Eoff, El Pensamiento Modern° z La
Novela Espaola (Barcelona: Editorial Seix 3arral, S. A.,
1962),
75-3alseiro, Blasco Ibez, Unanuno, Valle Tnol4r,
P. 10.
74
,
v bsrro, p. 168.
-Blasco Ibanez, Ca?:as
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Upon receiving her inherited money, nevertheless,
Ncleta's selfishness continues to reveal itself.

Refusing

to marry Tonet even after persuasion from the churchman
don acme', and even after knowing that Tonet wants to
marry her, ::
, eleta continues to demonstrate her greed: "La
avaricia de la mujer rural se revelaba en ::eleta con una
forrosidad capaz de los mayores arrebatos."77
'1k

In addition to beating herself physically, refusinR
to marry so she may experience a normal relationship with
Tonet, and demonstrating practically no sorrow for her
husband's death, ::eleta wishes that her unborn child, whom
she is carryinz, Nill die.
.777r,n before her husband's death, :7Pleta's selfish
greed demonstrates itself in the form of pride.

As a

definite part of her pride, Neleta's possession of not =Iy
two :::en but of her weqlth causes her to look upon herself
•

I

I

blessed of God.:
Cuando cenaba, teniendo a un lado a Ciiamel y al
otro al Cuban°, todos tranouilos y satisfechos, en
la santa paz de la familia, se consideraba la as
dichosa de las mujeres y alababa la bon:lad de Dios,
cue perm5
;te vivir felies a las buenas personae-.
Eri la map rica y la ms guapa del pueblo . .
Que le ouedaba por desearg8
3imilar to lanuela in Arroz
in Flor ce
771-i-JA

tartana and Dolores

:eletals selfishness also reveals itself
n. /73.
p. 126.

mmill.1110•••••

411.

C"`
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in her adulterous relations she maintains with her lover,
Tonet, while displaying outward signs of fidelity to her
husband.

F:ven though Tonet commits amorous acts with

Neleta, she is the aggressor.

Her glance, hair, and

perfume move the very being of Tonet:
Levant() la mirado y viO a corta distancia; en la
obscuridad, unos ojos que brillaban fijos en el,
refle4ando el punto de luz de una lejana estrella.
Sintio en las sienes el cosquilleo de los pelos
rubios y finos que rodeaban la cabeza de Neleta
como una aureola. Aquellos perfumes fuertes de
que se impr3gnaba la tabernera parecieronr,3ntrar
de golpe hasta /o ms profundo de su ser.(
'
So moved is =onet that shortly after this passage he
commits adultery with :elata.
This selfishness which displays itself in forms
of greed and illicit love has still another expression.
Neleta demonstrates an aggressiveness in speech as well
as in action.

A startling example of this aggressiveness

is evident when :7eleta rights with Samaruca.

While

Ca7-7amel is gravely ill in Ruzafa, Samaruca comes to be
with him.

During her stay, Neleta hears Samaruca tell

Canamel that Samaruca and her son love Criamel more than
anyone and that Tonet has been visiting .Neleta every night.
Upon hearing this conversation, Neleta illustrates some
of her aggressive characteristics:
Neleta se mostrO tal como era •

"Ante esta noticia,

• •

Reco-r4ns1

gritc, como un barquero 6c los que concurrfan a la
79Tbid., p. 12'.
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taberna."8°

Later that afternoon when Sa:laruca encounters

Neleta, Samaruc7.. tries to avoid her, but :cleta strike
s
Samaruca in the face.

As they fight, the ac-resrive nature

of Neleta is clearly evident:
La Samaruca era fuerte e inspiraba cierto miedo a
las ccx..adres del Falmar; pero Yeleta, con su
sonrisita dulce y su voz melosa, ocultaba una
vivacidad de vfbora, y mordfa a su enemiga en la
cara un furor oue is. hacia traarse la sangre.ca
i;otinz .
.:
, eletals physical and verbal ag7ressiveness allows
the reader to agree with

etoret-Paris when he writes that

Ileleta is p-"1mitive.82
Another early novel of Plasco Ibanez contains a
very interesting woman, Josef ma in

Desnuda, for

she is likely the most co::.plez exam:ole of the domina
tive
woman which may be found within the novels being
studi,F.d
In this writing.
ft

Throu7h her the author presents

... at once an acute psycholog,ical study of the
confl:_ct
.

between the artistic temperament and human love and
a
critioue of Spanish art in which Goya's realism is
extolled ,,33

p. 165.
Ibid., p. 166.
82Ptoret-Paris,i Costumbrirmo Re tonal,
pp. 226-227.
83Hen1ston, The ration, =XVII, 622.
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Regarding the characteristics of Josefina, Swain
34
has referred to Josefina as irrational.

Gomez De

Sc
3aquero stater that Josefina is hysterical. -

These two

characteristics denote oualities that Point to some form
of sickness.

It does anpear valid that Josefina in fact

portrays a character who is sick.

Her relationships with

her husbanf, Renovales, demonstrate proFressive stap;es of
her apparent sickness.
Shortly after Renovales and Josefina marry, the
painter Renovales for reasons of his artistic admiration
uf beauty manages to get his wife to expose her nude body
for his observation.

Even thouren Josefina dces allc; hi:

to view her nude body, "Ella

resist-lase, con el rostro

coloreado de rubor, un tanto indignada por esta exigen7ia
quel

herfa en sus preocul3aciones

36
As fntiras."

This

expression of indignation is only a very mild manifestation
of Jo:7efina's charactristics '::hich progressively reveal
themselves as more and more pervasive within the subsequent
relationship she has with her husband.
Gasc

Contell has noted that these characteristics

lead to her prop.ressive ruin:

“
••

sera.9
i
1

hallar en

Vicente 'Plasco Ibt*Tez RealistIc Technia'.1.es,
1:1‹
--fGomez De
36r-ls.scc

aquero, Cultura
"La

cranola

eviPta, XII,
C--zetas,

ninTuna novela una descripciln mejcr de los estragos
pro7resivos de este sentimiento en un alna femenina...."67
As already indicated, shortly after her marriage
to Renovales, Josefina demonstrates a mild expression of
indignation towards her husband.

Gradually the reader

notes that her mild indignation becomes an overt rejection
After Joefina has seen a nude model in her

of him.

husband's studio, she in an al-nest child -like manner
demonstrates an anger which is inexplicable to Renovales,
for she does not tell him !Aly she is angry with him.

It

is also evident at this point that Renovales's interest
In this nude model is solely artistic.

Josefina conceals

her reason for being anry, but that night after she and
a

Renovales have

one to bed she tells him, "--1 D4jamel
me tocues

te cuiero

no lo consiento,

me ire con mi.
no, senor; no lo consiento. Yle ire
_/
j
... Te digo cue me dejes. 7eo que
madre.... -- _eame!
no me quieres.
ANA

::e ire

[i;iCD

...u88

The reader clearly

perceives Josefina's desire for separation from her
husband.
only does Josefina illustrate indignation,
rejection, and anger with her husband, but she also
demonstrates destructiveness.

An example of her

destructive characteristics may be seen rather early in
sco Contell, .kventurero Y Thvelista, p. 95.

Ea Elasco Ibanez, "La ::aja Desnuda" in '-:1-r1-48
CoToletar,

D. 1.52.

4,
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this novel.

After Josefina has pleasad her husband by

modelling for hi-2 and after he has painted what he deems
his best artistic creation, Josefina brutally shows her
destructiveness:

"Ella, cies.a por la chera, segufa

es. I

ensanandose en el cuadro, enredando los pies en la madera
del bastidor, arrancando tiras del lienzo, yendo de un
30
lado a otro con su presa como una bestia furiosa."'
Along with destructiveness, indignation, rejection,
and anger, Josefina has other characteristics.

Some of

the sincere attempts of Renovales to show affection for
Josefina are met by Josefina's

stility.

One F,a-,11

expression is noted shortly after their child is born.
Renovales, upon finding his wife crying, attempts to ease
her feelings with affection.

Instead of receiving this

affection in a normal manner, Josefina does the following:
Renovales la encontraba en el comedor con la
cabeza entre las manos, llorvdo, sin querer
explicarle la causa de sus lagrimas. Cuando
intentaba cogerla entre sus brazos, acaricitfndola
comb a una nina, la muiercita se encrespaba lo mismo
que si recibiese una injuria.
11-Ajamet -Fritaba, fijando,Rn el unos ojos hostiles --. ro me
toques ... Vete. v
Another expression of Josef ma's hostile
azgressiveness is displayed not lonr. after this scene
when she physically attacks her husband:

"Y era ella

la que, pidiendo que la soltase, se aferraba a 41, clavando
_
90101.,;.,

D.

P. 1545.

4
41.
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los dedos en su cuello como Si quisiera est-anzu1arle."91
As previously cited, Josefina speakes offensive
It may be said, therefore, that

words to her husband.

along with being physically aggressive, Josefina
demonstrates a verbal ap:crressiveness.
of part one of L

In the sixth chapter

aja 2.esnuda an example of Josefina's

verbal ar:-v-rersiveness is revealed.

Durir.r; one of

Josefina's nervous seizures, Renovales is a:akened.
Findin;7 Josefina sobbin

and apparently suffering from a

bad dream, Renovales sincerely tries to comfort hi: rife
with affection.

Josefina, however, rebukes her husband

with these words: "
,stada
,
enteco

rurAa elle con voz

Deja ...

Suelta

te aborezco .... 92

Lack of faith in the fidelity of her husband
provokes another of Josefira's verbal outbursts.

After

having seen Concha in Renovales's art studio, Josefina
assults her husband with these words:
auerido, 4sabes?

dec.(_a rrfamente

per° ya no te ouiero. & Para que?

"--Yo te he
Te he querido,

Se que, aurque me lo

jures de ro::illas, nunca me seras fiel."93

Josefina's

verbal a77ressiveness is displayed in still another way.
the end or part one in this novel, Josefina is making
91

Ibid., p. 1571.
r. 1571.
,
D. 1573.
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one complaint after the other to her husband.

In the

process, Jcsefina makes prophetic pronvancements.

Among

them is the following which Josefina directs towards her
husband:
--Te lo digo vara ai_sj oue no te forjes ilusiones
Maestro, va usted a sufrir un fracaso
EstAr nuy
viejo, buen hombre; los aTibs pasan ...,Tan viejo y
tan feo, cue ri te hubiese Conocido as, no sera tu
mujer, a pear de toda tu gloria. ;Despu4s de este
golpe,e satisfechaow tranquila, ceso de llorar y
parecio dormirse.''
Illustrative of a mentally sick state, Josefina
says the followin.: "-en el mundo:

hago falta

ouiero descansar."95

The reader, through

Renovales, learns the true nature of Josef ma's sickness:
"Renovales

entonces la verc'adera enfermedad de su

mujer. Eran celos, unos celos inmensos, mortales,
anonadadores; era la tristeza de verse enferma."96

It is

jealousy, in fact, that is the root of Josefina's
sickness l'hich reveals itself through a myriad of her
characteristics.

These characteristics include Josef ma's

hysterical and irrational actions.

They also encompass

Josefina's F_ner and a desire for separation and isolation
from her husband.

Josefina's characteristics, in addition,

demonstrate her rejection of her husband.

Furthermore,

the reader notes Josef ma's overt aggressiveness that is
both verbal and physical.
r-

17..51.•

1' •

96
Ibid.,

p.

1574.

p.

1553-

D.

1554.

Moreover, the cruel

destructiveness of Josefina reflects another of her
characteristics which emerge as products of her sickness.
With Josefina possessing all of these
characteristics, there is little wonder that Swain writes
the folloing about her importance in La Maja Desnuda:
-

Josefina, although brouFht into the novel primarily
as a foil to Renovales, becomes the more real
individual and many times, even though a mere man
cannot come to admire her idiosyncrasies, usurps
the stare to become the principal actor. Whether
it be because cf the inconsistencies or in spite
of them, Josefina is one of F.lasco's clearest
pictures.7
In addition to acts and words an author may
provide further insight into a character throur-1- his
Physical appearance.

Blasco Ib4?iez, similar to many

authors, reveals certain characteristics by means of ti.a
physical descriptions of some of his characters.
Accompanying his gift of seeing "... deeply into the very
soul of people and things,"98 Blasco Ibt:
r ez's descriptions
... are si;mificant because they are indicative of the
inner

An observation of some of the physical

descriptions of some of Blasco's dominative women may,
therefore, afford further insight into her characteristics.
In.-!icatin27 that Blasco Ibanez "... has an incomparable
97Swain, Vicente Blasco Ibanez Realistic Technioues,

9811'id., D. 113.
QC

''Katherine Redino:, "lase() Ibanez and Zola,"
Hispania, VI (December, 1923), 366.
'rr
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knowledre of the psycholor- y of the Spanish people...,0.00
Havelock Ellis points out special features of the faces
of Spanish women which promote admiration.101

These

features, contends Ellis, are the women's eyes and
complexion.102

Neleta of Cana

barro possesses some of

these admirable physical characteristics.
the

Blasco describes

eyes and complexion of Neleta as being aboire the

ordinary:
Tenia la °lel blanca, de una nitidez transparente,
surcada de venillas; una piel jams vista en las
muj7res del Palmar, cu,ya epidermis escamosa y de
metallo reflejo ofrecia lejana semejanza...con la de
las tencas del lago. Sus ojos eran Peouenos, de un
verde blanquecino, brillantes como dos gotas dl
ajenjo que bebfan los cazadores de Valencia.10)
Paradoxically Neleta possesses physical characteristics
which appear to be admirable while at the same time she
acts in a monstrous manner.
-!4a.

To some extent, perhaps, this

4

paradox may be resolved by observing closely more of
Neleta's physical characteristics.
recurring smile.

Cne of these is her

The narrator mentions her smile when

Neleta puts her sick husband aboard the little boat which
is to take him to Ruzafa, where he soon dies: "El barquero
apoyo su larga percha en el ribazo, y la embarcacion
100

avelock Ellis, The Soul of Spain (Fostons
Houghton Lifflin Company, 192), p. 92.
101_
Ibid., p. 73.
102
Iid., p. 73.
1°%Blasco Ibanez, Canas

Nbsrro,

p. 74.
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coaenzo

a deslizarae nor el canal seg.ulda por las voces

de :;eleta, cue siempre con sonrisa enigmlatica, recomendaba
todos los amieos cue cuidasen de ru esposo."1°4

By the

end of the novel, the reader understands that enigmatic
smile.

At this point in the novel, nonetheless, it does

seem puzzlin7 that the wife of a
ought to 1,:ear a smile at all.

an who is gravely ill

As the reader comes to know

that the departure of ::eleta's husband opens the door rore
widely for her adulterous association with Tonet, the
reader fathoms the otherwise puzzling smile.

i:oreover, to

recognize that :eleta knows she is about to gain her
husbar's wealth through his demise causes the smile to
lose its enigmatic Quality.

A 4- appears that while
Thus .
{..4

Neleta's physical characteristics seem admirable on the
surface they are in essence part of the means whereby she
both hides and reveals her dominative will.
An interesting aspect of ::eleta's physical appearance
is the gradual ircrease in her beauty.

This is shown in

part by the glaring contrast which the narrator makes of
her husband's decline after his marriage and the increased
freshness and beauty of Neleta:
...la taberna marchaba bier, y,ella se mostraba cada
dia =As fresca, ms hermosa, ms Errozante, coma at
golpe hubiesen entrado en su cuerpo todas las
riquezas del marido, de las que se hablaba en el
lago con asombro y envidia.
10:4

Ibid., p. 10.
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En cambio Caamel mostraba cierta decadencia
despues de ru matrimonio.1°5
Neleta's attainment of a better economic status is closely
1
:
4

related to her husband's decline and her increasing beauty.
Even though Ellis writes, "... the physical qualities
of Spanish woman ... ere tne expression of corresponding
06 the fictional
qualities of intelligence and will,''
character of Neleta must be analyzed

n terr:s of her being

a beautift„1 Lonster that grows more beautiful by attaining
Its hideous will.

Paradoxically, by fulfilling her

dominative will through her husband and by acouiring
riches, Neleta emerges with more and more outward physical
ic-s.auty.
Neleta's th.ysical appearance has definite effects
upon Tonet.

In fact, it is seen that Neleta's physical

appearance is a weapon which she employs to impose her will
upon him.

One example of Neleta's ability to dominate

Tonet by means of her phy ical appearance may be observed
when she conceives her hideous plan to abandon her chile:
lZeletaiclavaba en el amante sus °jos verdes,
que aparecian extraviados por laangustla del
dolor y el peligro de la situacion. Habia que
abandonar al recign nacido, fuese como fuese.
Tonet la o?a aterrado. IntentO resistirse,
pero la mi,eada de,',;eleta impuso cierto miedo a
su voluntad
"
7
105Tbid., p. 76.
1067111, The Eoul of Spain, P•
107Elacco

97.

CHT7as y barro, p. 182.

411,
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Another illustration ot Neleta t s means of wori:ing
her will is evident early In this novel when Cam,,1
appears to be still unaware of his wife's adulterous
Intent:
La tabernera hablaba con Tonet menos que con los
otros parroquianos; Pero en los ratos de DOCO
desracho, cuando Lacla alguna labor sentada ante
lc toneles, cada vez cue levantaba sus o,lor,
tsto: lban instintivamente hacia el joven.
Caiiamel ic:norando estas murmuraciones, trataba a
Tone; coLlo aisu mejor amigo. Jugaba a la bareja
con el y, re-M.8. a su mujer si no le convidaba.
Nada lela en la mirada de Neleta, en los ojos de
extrao resplandor, ligeramente irSnicos, con que
acogia estas reprimendas lalentras ofrecfa un
vaso a su antiguo novio.100
Even though more examples of Neleta's use of her physical
characteristics to reveal what she wants may be cited, it
Is no overstatement to say that she does employ them.
And, further, it appears that Neleta controls her physical
appearance so as to manipulate both her husband and her
lover.

A number of critics has written about Neleta.

One of them, Sherman Eoff, has likened her to Sancha, a
snake from a folktale of this novel:

"Neleta es, de

hecho, un instrumento de la naturaleza que ahoza la
vida de la misma manera que la serpiente Sacicha habra
ahoado al joven

pastor.,109

If the reader compares the deadly beauty of
Neleta to the appearance of Josefina within La 1.:ala. Desnuda,

73 1-Pid., pp 32-83.
109- /Loff, Fensamiento ioderno v La :7ovela
EspaFola, D. 123.

1.

he 7,1_11 note both similarities and differences.

One

obvious difference is that, while 1;eleta within CeNs
barro is endowed pith physical beauty, Josef ma, althouFh
poeseesinr7 some physical charm at the outset of L9 ,Ea1a
Desnuda, is not extremely beautiful.

In fact, some of

the early physical descriptions of Josefina contain what
appear tc be possible fcreshadowings of her eventual

• 1,

sickness.

'-ere is one such description, which is gleaned

through the thoughts of Josef ma'sfuture husband:

"Rea

pensando en la posibilidad de dar un abrazo a aquel
r
cuerpo gracioso y frail:

(
la haria anicos entre sus manos

de luchador, cc- o si fuese una muneca de cera."1"
Related to Neleta's and Josefina's physical
characteristics is another difference.

This difference

is that while reletats physical beaut-, seeoes as she
gains Freater and greater dominion over her husband and
her lover, the Fraceful, fragile appearance of Jerefina
progressively declines as she gradually dominates her
husband through her sickness.

Even though there will be

observations made later in this writing. about Josefina's
role relevant to the plot of La :ala Desnuda, to briefly
note the proaressive decline of her physical appearance
will aid in the understandinF of the dominative woman.
At a time, early in La MaAa :esnuda, when
Renovaler is still able to influence Josef,na, it is
110-

asco IbleZez, "L,
Completas, D. 1536.

'
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evident that he thinks she has beauty.

This may be seen

shortly after they are married when Renovales perades
Josefira to reveal her nude body to him.

In the follouinr:

passage when Renovales beholds Josef ma's nude body, his
admiration for her physical characteristics is clears
Renovales se arrod.illg junto a la cama, en
un transrorte de 4miracidn, con toda la vehemencia
de su estusiasmo 42A3 , besando aquella carne sin
Ere.7,1a majita
que la suya se estremeciese.
de -- Goya, con su gracia delicada
The gradual decline of Josef ma's physical appearance is a
fact, however, and it may be seen in part by viewing the
physical change evident in Josef ma after her childbirth:
"Sus piernas, dilatadas

or la hinchazOn del embarazo,

habfan rerdido sus antiguos

QE10

lfneas; sus rechos, mas

fuertes y abultados ahoras, ya no tenfan su esbeltez de
magnolia cerrada

.1a amplitud de

F7.1

acompanada de an‘mica flaccidez."112

cuerpo ita
Other manifestations

of Josef ma's gradual decline, which is at once indicative
of her inward condition, are more and more noticeable.
Sometime after the birth of Josef ma's child, more
obvious revelations of her gradual decline may be observed.
After Renovales and his wife have returned to Zadrid and
after Renovales has grown wealthy from his painting, the
narrator says the following about Josef ma:

"De aquella

Josef ma de sus primeros tiemros de matrimonio scllo
111

112 - -

.

1549.

quedaba unn lejana sorbra."113

As irdicated earlier, the

growinr: do.mination of Josef ma over her husband is
accompanied by the ProRressive decline of her health, which
is revealed thrcua-h her physical chE..racteristics.

A

marked example of this relationship is Riven thirteen years
after their child was born.
4
A

body is described as "

For by that time Josef ma's

enflaquecido por la

114 and Renovales. life is eI:plaired as
eaferzedad ..."
ardinz the debilitatinr
TIRecr
un infierno ...."115
effects which Josef ma exerts upon Renovales, Jose/
Frances writes the following:

"Renovaler, enamorado de

la salud y de la fortuna, se entre7a, roto, inpotente,
la misma vesania del FuTo de Bruses la morte, a la sombra
homicida de Josefsina.11116
It is to these effects of Josef ma that one must
look to see how she is similar to Neleta.

Although

Jorefina's effects upon her husband are more mental than
physical, she eventually dominates his life almost as much
as leleta controls the lives of her husband and her lover.
And, although her physical characteristics rradually
113Ib1d.,
114Ibid

e lp

D. 1552.
p. 1554.

115Ib1d., D•

116

sp. 99.

1555.
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become less and less attractive, Josef ma's dominative
similiarties with !:eleta may be seen by stuyinrr the
progressive changes of her physical characteristics as
they are related to her gradual domination of her husband.
Attention earlier has been given to doria Pernarda
rl•

!athin Entre naranios t

She has been described as an
Observing

egotistic person who seeks absolute power.

some of her physical characteristics reveals even more
insight into her character.

One indication of dona

Bernarda's character is revealed at the very outset of
l'ntre naranjos.

Feing displeased with Rafael for goinF: to

the casino in order to talk with friends whom he has not
seen for a lonr7 time, do7r7a Bernarda illustrates the
following physical characteristics: "Y doE'a Bernarda
fijaba en el joven diputado una mirada profunda y
escudriildor de cadre severa, que recordaba a Rafael sus
inguietules de la niez."117

When dcaa Bernarda, however,

looks upon Rafael as a source through which she may
this -oiercintr glance changes

achieve her dominative
to a caressing glance:

"Y acariciaba con sus °jos

penetrantes al pequenln moreno e inquieto

que tenfa

sobre

sus rodillas viendo en 41 al privile.Tiado que recoFrerfa el
resultado de todos los sacrificios de la familia."11
is significant to note that dona Berarda at this time
/—
117_-)1c7.scc Ibanez, "=ntre naranjos,
Completas, D. 563.
118Tbid., p. 572.
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is looking at her son as a means of acquiring money for
herself some day.
Another description of dolia B
- ernardo's physical
appearance denonstrates again her disgust towards her son
when he opposes her will.

After Rafael tells his mother

that if he does marry he will make his own selection of
his bride, the following is rendered:

'Era una situaciOn

que reccrdaba a Rafael su infancia, cuando, despu4s de una
travesura, encontraba la mirada fiera y el rostra ceiiudo
de su madre.

Pero ahora, esta seriedad aEresiva se

prolom-abo dias y d1as."119

7wo things have caused this

displearure of dal-a Bernarda.

One of these is that, after

she has told Rafael that he should marry some girl of a
good family, he asserts his independence.

The other

factor is that although she does not mention it, do?-1a
Bernarda knows her son has been seeing Leonora, a woman
whom she thinks will loYer Rafael's prestie.

In dc5Mt

Bernarda's mind, a lessened prestige for Rafael means
that she may not be able to fulfill her dominative will
through him.
Somewhat later, after Rafael has been to see
Leonora aF,ain, he returns home faarful of his mother's
angry eyes:

Tenfa miedo a aquellos ojos iracundon, en

los cue podrfa leer semaramente el relato de cuanto hafa
hecho

or 'a tarde

,120

119ibid., p. 610.
12°Ibid., P. 622.
40.
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Then doa Rernarda learns that Rafael is no lonrer
Feeinr Leonora, her physical arpearnce chances and she
aprears to be contented:
contenta de su Rafael.

" Doga Fernarda mostrabase

Fe acabaron las miradas feroces,

los c7eston severon, las mudas escenas entre madre e hijo,
que presenciaban con temor los fntimos de la cara."121
After doa R.ernarda thinks that Rafael has completely
given un Leonora, her contentment turns into a pride which
is revealed through her physical appearance.

When she is

asked by her friends what has happened in the relationship
cf Leonora and her son, d6aa Rernarda proudly says the
fcllowing:

"—Nada

resrondfa con una sonrisa de crgullo

Han rasado tres semanas, y ni asomos de querer vclver
allA.

11. Rafael es bueno.

Lo ocurrido no fue%

as que

122
una distraccin de muchacho."
Do7ia Rernarda causes Rafael to grow to accept
Remedios for his wife.

?y employinn7 her physical appearance,

dc7-Ta -Lsernarda succeeds in havinr her fr,mily's power united
with the money that Remedios's family possesses.

An

example of how the achievement of her will is related to
doria Rernarda's physical appearance and in turn how her
appearance affects Rafael may be seen in the following:
La sonrisa ratisfecha de su madre le animata a
rermanecer allf. Jams la habf.a vista tan
r. 442.
1221bid.,

D. 643.
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bcndadosa y comunicativa. El Fozo de tenerle
otra vez se7uro y su7Liso modific4A,su
caroi
.cter austero hasta la rueza.")
There 1

little eoubt that siFnificant aspects of

dona Ternarda'- character are illuminated by studyinF her
p:lysical characteristics.

It is also evident that

whenever Rafael opposes doF:a Rernarda, she demonstrates
her dissatisfaction by means of her physical
characteristics.

Further, doiTa Pernarda's physical

characteristics that radiate her dissatisfaction are her
profound, fierce, and angry Fiances.

On the other 1-.and,

dorra Bernarda does present a favorable countenance at
times.

-henever it appears to docia Fernarda that Rafael

is carryinT out her will, her stile reveals Pride,
contentment, and satisfaction.

.oreover, doaBernarda

appears to emPloy her eyes, Fiances, and smile so as to
rrenerally cause her son to carry out her dominative will.
- artnez De La Riva states that Flor de .1a-4.yo is
perhaps Blasco's novel •:.hich best reaches the high point
in colorful description.124

Blasco provides an effective

Physical description of Dolores within this work.
Betoret-Paris describes Dolores as Fuapa.125

Cne aspect

of Dolores's physical characteristics in the for'1 of her
121
'Ibid., p. 643.
124,:ar“nez
De La Riva, Rlasco Ib&iez, Su Vida,
0.

113,
125
Fetoret-Paric-, El Costulrbrismo Re7iona1,

p. 179.
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contemptuous gestures is alluded to by Ellis:
Ibtf7lez ... describes in his Flcr de

::RVO

"Blasco

a young woman who

could meet audacious proposals with gestures of
contempt

1 26

The narrator takes little time in

7 olores's physical characteristics.
presentinrr some of 2
year the very outset of Flor de Yavo the reader finds the

Era un.. morena cariancha, con el rubio y alborotado
pelo como una aureola en tomb de la pequena frente.
Sus ojcs verdes tenfan la oscura transparencia del
mar
Los labios carnosos, de un rojo tostado,
mostraban al senararse una dentadura iFual, fuerte,
y tan brillante, cue parecfa iluminar la cara con
la Pgaida claridad del nlarf11.127
The reader is also told that Dolores smiles like a satisfied
idol when the men notice her yellow leather shoes and legs
covered with red stock1ngs.123

At a time when the fish are

being veighed, it is a common occurence that the fish-wives
of this novel quarrel and argue.

During one such time,

something other than a beautiful countenance appears on
Dolores's face:
La buena moza sonreia con una expresiOn
diabOlica, y cuando aquella mujer estuvo cerca
del fielato, lar26 una carcajada insole4sA
,
tocando en un brazo a la AgUela Picores.'
1261711,
2 s TheISoul of Snain, pp. 92-S'3.
127,,asco IbArlez, "Flor de .e:ayo," in °bras
Completas, p. 398.
128Ibid., p. 398.
1291bid., p. 399.
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This diabolic smile turns into another kin

of 7mi1e

vhen Dolorco is trinr: to sell her fish:
1;olores, arremangados los hermosos brazos,
jurueteando con los dorados platos de su
balanza, mostrando su dentadura deslumbrante
con una sonrisa cocuetona a todos los
parroquianos, buenos burrueses que haccan la
compra por rf mismos y acudfan con el limpio
caDazo ribeteado de rojo, atrafdos por la
grads de la buena moza.13°
Later, after Dolores has fought with Rosario, the :oman
:ho beco=nes her sister-in-law, she flashes her smile
because

knows

men

are nearby:

y

Dolores, cue a

pesar de su dolorida oreja, sonrefa por costumbre al or
culebros varorl_les cue provocaba su rostro moreno asomando
bajo el panuelo

-1 31
e pita.--

Sometime later uhen Dolores's

lover is marryin7: Rosario, Dolores demonstrates her ability
to conceal and convey her emotions through her physical
appearance:
Dolores le vefa sin mostrar la menor emocic(n.
Unicamente rsiq sus ()jos de soberana brillaban
con puntos de oro, chias el4ctricas del ardor
de misteriosos deseos.1,2
Having concealed from certain persons her emotions toward
Tenet, Dolores, at the same time, reveals to him those
mysterious desires.

A little later, those desires

cease to be mysterious to Rosario, the 7.71fe of Dolores's
130,
131-rtid.,

p. 401
D. 404e

p. 421.

:4
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lovel.

A clear statement of Rosario's awareness of what

those eyes of Dolores actually Teen may be seen when the
:eligous festival of Holy Week takes place.

Here one

notes Rosario's attitude towards Dolores's eyes:
Podia estar de espaldas a Rosario; pero ‘sta
la vela o, ms bien, adivinaba ad6nde iban sus ojos.
Pero han visto ustedes? Ni que se lo quisiera
corLer. i Zo.6 desvcrgilenza: Y eso en presencia de
su marido. iZug serfs cuando Tonet iba a su casa
con excusa de jugar con el sobriLo y la encontraba
solra33
Dolores's husband, Retor, however, for sometime unknowingly
looks upon Dolores's physical characteristics as fitting a
queen.
sees h

After

etor has come beck from a fishing trip, he

wife selling the freshly caucht fish, and, as he

observes Dolores, he thinks the folloi:ing:
Parecla una reina! Y el pobre hombre sentfase
satisfecho al pensar que su D9loTeE7 le debfa todo
esto a 61, a nadie mAs que a
At the end of the novel Dolores illustrates, however, a
physical appearance which portrays fierceness when her
son is killed in the destructive sea storm:

... Dolores,

errodillada junto al peoueO cadaver, se ara5-Taba el rostro,
se mesaba la sue/ta y hermosa cabellera, mirando fieramente
a todas partes con sus ojos dorados."135

133ible.,

431.

134Ibid.,

/459.

1351-%-4,4
'

473.

411,
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there art'
- such descri7ltive words such as
Fuapa, queenly, and soverei7n used to e7plain :olores's
physical characteristics, only ruapa may be thought of as
virtue.

For both queenly and sovereign are emoloyed in

situations :,Therein Dolores is beinc deceptive.

As far as

the other adjectives associated with Dolores's physical
characteristics are concerned, they are of a pejorative
nature.

This nature is revealed by the narrator in such

terms as the following: desirous, coouettish, insolent,
fierce, and diabolic.

These negative terms have been

employed by the narrator to denote aspects of the physical
characteristics of Dolores.

Even though beauty must

remain :olores' sinrle positive physical characterir-tic,
it must be said that her negative characteristics tend to
caae the reader to look upon her beauty as a possible
source of danger, especially when it is considered in the
light of how Dolores utilizes it.

After carefully

observinP: Dolores's character as partially illuminated
4

1

by her physical characteristics, it seems understandable
why Starkie praises the character portrayal of the
beautiful Dolores in Flor de Mayo.136

t is even more

17:portant to this study, however, is that Dolores often
reflects her inner state through her physical
1

.1
4

characteristics, while at other times she employs her
physical cha-rscteriEtics to diss7,uise her intention.

4

136—

altcr Starkie, "Some Novelists of Yodern Spain,'
The Nineteenth Century, XCVIII (September, 1925), 454.
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In a:!dition 'o Lolores, tfa Picores also represents
the dominative woman in the same novel, Retoret-Paris
describes her character as strong and domineering.137
has referred to tfa Picores as the boss of the
fish-wives.

Fe has also written that she has some

qualities that cause her to be different from other such
women of literature.138

That quality which stands out

In tfa Picores the most is her dominative character.

To

observe the physical characteristics of tie. Ficors gives
insight into her dominative qualities.
One of the first allusions to

tfa

Picores'

physical characteristics given in Flor deZE,7:

is the

following passaFe:
UnicamerAe Fsial se trataba de IF:Iasi a igual
con cierta tia suya, la AFUela Picores, una veterana
de la Pescaderfa enorme, hinchada y biFotuda coo
una ballena, que hacfa cuarenta dhos tenfa aterrados
a los alFuaciles del nercado cpn la mirada de sus
ojillos '.nsolentes y las palabrotas de su boca
hundida, centro al que converafan como rayos todas
las arruFas de su cara.1)9
In another place early in Flor de Mayo there is the
following sketch given:

"Miraba a Dolores con expresi‘n

1373etoret-Paris, El Costumbrismo Reionai, p. 272.
18'.zwain, Vicente 'Qlasco Ib‘Fiez Realistic
Technicues, n. 32.
i•

139-ilarco T4Sez, "Flor de Mayo," in C'bras
Co,rpletas, P. 399.
I
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de odio, coo si al verse renaciesen en ella terribles
resentimientos, y las dos se midieron de arriba abajo con
iracundos."14°

This glance occurs .....fter Dolores has said

something which tfa Picores dislikes.

Later, after Rosario

and Dolores have physically fought, tfa Picores reprimands
them.

At this time, the narrator presents an interesting

observation about the physical appearance of tfa Picores:
CEntiendes* Ella tenfa emperio en terminar
el asunto, y cuando ella deseaba algo, se hacfa Dor
encirna de la cabeza de Dios, aunque tuviera que
liarse a bofetadas con medio mundo. 12onita, era
cuando se enfadaba! Lo de antes no valfa nada
comrarado con lo que ccurrirfa si ella se echaba el
alma atrEfs.141
Realizing the context of bonita as lt is rendered here to
describe tfa Picores, the reader tends to classify it as
being an example of Blasco Ibiiez's usage of fabrication.
It appears to be employed for the purpose of creating the
opposite effect.

Tfa Picores is not pretty, and the reader

should not read the above as actually meaning that she is.
In fact, a closer assessment of tfa Picores' physical
characteristics reveals something nearer to the following:
Y viendo la fiera vieja lque todavfa se insultaban
desde lejos, las amenazo con sus manos de bruja
hinchada, logrando4,al fin, que se dejasen
llevar sus amigas.142
140Ihid., p.

399.

1417,AA

4o3.

p.

p. /172.
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Threatening co7es consistently closer to the appearance
of tia Picores than does the word pretty.
Another example of

tia

Picores' threatening

expression appears near the ety: of Flor de

avo when

the horrendous sea storm is destroying not only Retor's
ship, but also Dolores' son, Pascualet.
the novel,

tie.

At this Point in

Picores' description is given as fellows:

Arriba, en lo as alto de ,la escollera, erguiase
soberbia, con una exrresiOn amenazante, la enorme
mole de la tia Picores. Temblaba de Ira su
arrugada boca, amenazando a la tepestal ccn el
puno cerrado.143
Lest the reader think that fate or a whimsical god is the
real enemy at which

tia

Picores may shake her fist, he

need only note the last description of
novel.

tia

Picores in the

There the narrator snifts to not only a continuation

of a physical description of this old, dominative
but also to

a

social theme.

woman,

In the following these two

are both evident:
Ya no ensenaba el purio al mar. Le volvfa
la espalda con desprecio, nero amenazaR a
alguien que estaba tIcr. adentro, a la torre
del :Aguelete, que alzaba a lo lejos su
robusta mole sobre la masa de tejados de la
ciudad.
Alla 7stabR el cnemigo, el verdadero autor
de la catastrofe. Y el pui-17o,de la bruja del
mar, hinchado y enorme siguio amenazando
la,
mientras su boca vomitaba injurias.1"'
14114L1,4,-

p. 4?5.
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From the stand point of description, =lase° IbLez
has certainly created a most imposin: figure in
:Ale is a massive, whale-like person.
interesting face.
wrinkled.

tfa

Plcores.

Tfa Piccres has a very

It is mustschiced and extremely

6et into such a face are tia Picores' eyes,

which radiate either insolence or hatred.

In practically

all the allusions vhich the narrator makes to tia Picor
es'
physical char2cteristics, their appearance conveys
either
an an-7er or a threatening cuality.

In Snart,

tia

Picores

is grotesquely strong and dominative and these qualit
ies
are reflected through her physical c:escription
s.
It has been pointed out in this writing that 14ith1n
Arroz v tartana doT4.a :.:anuela plays the role of
a very
selfish person.

The physical characteristics of doa

Eanuela either conceal or reveal this trait.
Illustration of dciat

Y.anuelals

One

ability to conceal her

materialistic designs takes place after she has 1.71ted
a group of peonle to her country home.

Knowing her true

financial situation, doFla 1:anuela, even though she
has all
the outward appearances of a hospitable hostess,
4

demonstrates more than social interests in the following:
...estos dos amigos, seguramente cue al verla
en un anuro eran canaces de dare la sangre de
sus venas.
Y dona Manuela, animada por estas iluiones
que garantizaban su futura tranquilidad, envolvfa
1a mesa y sus comensales en una mirada infinita
de benevo/encia y carii-jo.145
145
Hasco Ibanez, "Arroz y tartana, " in ,'7.1-,
_ ras
Comrlets, D. 3r.
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Doria Manuela illustrates here that she can demonstrate
goodness and affection, whilr; at .t%-.e same time the
reader is made to understand that her appearance is only
a facade for her materialistic motives.
Somewhat later, doila 1.1anue1a conceals her state
of sorro7.7 which rerults from her Injured pride.

- ‘5..cause

her horre has fallen sic-: and is unable to pull her
prized carriage, doiia ::anuela shows in the following a
pride that will not let its injury be revealed to others:
Esto era demasiado fuerte para poder
resistirlo. Y la pobre mujer, toda susceptlbilidad
y orgullo sinti6 cue alcro caliente se sj-ol7ata
a sus ojog, y hubo de hacer esfuerzos para no
11crar.14b
Immediately after this, doria ':anuela displays a false
Interest In the well being of -='-rillante, her horse; in the
following it is evident why she does so:

pero lo

que predominaba en su espiritu era el ancia de recobrar,
ru categorfa de senoras de coche, sin la cual se crefan
deshonraias.147

This concern which doria Manuela has for

materialistic appearances causes her injured pride, but it
also causes her to de::onstrate a false Interest In her
horse.
At a time when it appears that do';7a Eanuelats son
Juanito nay die, there is real doubt that, the tears which
1116Ibid., p. 364
ill7

--v
p. 3(2.4.
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sheAs are because of his c-rtical condition.

There

Is ample evidence to suTyoort the 1rif71
: of the follo-sinp_:
possibilities, which represents a loss of material means for
docria
Y doa
llorata, efectivamente, sin saber
con certeza si sus 140-rimar lac arrancata el
estado de su hijo, los insultcs de su her=lano
ncticia de l.. desEparicio:
.
- de
Cuadros.'-"'
Sased upon what has already occurred in this novel before
this event, her cryincr over the loss or the last possible
means she has left for acouirinz material is the most
lo7ical of the above choices.

For the departure of Senor

Cuarcs means exactly that for dc7aa

In this

instance it appears do!'"a ::anuela has vresented a phystcal
appearance apropos for the occasion of her son's extremely
serious state, but her appearance is most likely
representative of her sorrow resultin5 from her lost hope
of materialistic status.
hen her financial situation is less precarious
and she is able co indu1g7e herself in the outward signs
of opulence, doa Zanuela is ouite capable of displaying
a theatrical majesty.

In the followin, the majestical

air of doEa ::anuela is closely tied to her self-esteem
1;hich emanates from her outward sins of wealth:
Era la ceremonia anual, el acto de dar los
acruinnif'os a los criados, por ser el dia de la
143TbiA ., p.

3 0.
9
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seHora. Con majestad,teatral, doFia Manuela did
un duro a cada uno, mas un paHuelo de sea a
Vi
,santeta, por lo satisfecha que estaba de su
merit° coo cocinera.1 9
:1-:ere is another kind of majesty which her son Juanito
associates with his mother, however.

Juanito has lived

long enough around his mother to know what her face
would look like if he were to sea

r her the following

thoughts:
CompadeciO la tgnorancia de la joven y estuvo
Prdximo a decirle que todo lujo era imb4c11
fatuidad, Pura bambolla; pero sintidse dominado
por sus temores de nio sumiso y obediente, y
hasta en el vacilante 2
- esplandor del inmediato
farol creyO ver el rostro de mama contrafdo
por un gesto de indignacidn majestuosa.150
Tt

is worth':hile to note that Juanito is with his girl

friend, Tonics, at this point.

It is also significant

that Juanito has just proposed marriage to her, but he

s

so dominated by the very thought of his mother's face that
he fears to speak his thoughts.
,
ca z.anuela by means of her physical appearance
illustrates a satisfaction.

In the following, her

satisfaction is the result of two things.

Cne of those

is that by having recently established an adulterous
relationship with senor Cuadros she is somewhat certain of
a means for money.

The other, and superlatively important

to doRa lanuela, is that she thinks the life of appearances
149

_

•,

29 3.

150'1.1", p.
321.
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is still accessible to her:
Zu4 tare tan hermosa! Nurca se sintieron las de
Fajares ms contentas de la vida. Al descender
del carruajes frente a la plaza, llovieron sobre
ellas los requiebros: y para todas hubo, haste
pare la mam, qlJe respiraba ruidosemente y
errojecia, catisfecna de triunfo.151
Contrasted to this satisfaction of doliDanuela are
her rhysical characteristics when she feels the world has
descended upon her.

That is, when do7ia Y:anuela is unable

to have her carriaFe she thinks she has lost her symbol
of presti.e.e.

when this occurs, the narrator likens her

physical appearance to that of Napoleon after his defeat.
Era la primera vez que iban a pie a la Alameda. Las
r pesar de sus elegantes trajes, crefan que
todos se fijaban en ellas para sonreir compasivamente,
y dona Y.anuela marchaba ermuida, con altivez
dolorosa, poco mAs o menos como apolec5n en Santa
Elena despu‘s de la derrota.
La viuda presentfa Cu ruina.152
Dala Hanuela will do anythin7 to present an
appearance. 153

In addition to her adultery already

mentioned is her willinmness to ask her brother Juan for
loans.

Although done Y.anuela realizes that her brother

knows her throumh and through, she still asks to borrow.
In one such occasion, Juan makes it very clear that he will
not lend her money.
151Tbid.,

He also tells dAa Manuela that she

p. 372.

152-1:1d., p. 362.
153srain, Vicente "Blasco Ib!rez Realistic
Tec.nnicues. 73. 121.
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is headin,
.- towards her ruin.

Unwilling to consider that

Juan may he correct in his rredictior, doaa :7rnuela
displays the followinz characteristics:
.:archas a tu perdiciOn, Manuela., Cuando
estes en la miseria, siempre me acordare de que soy
tu hermano, y tendrils donde comer tt. y los tuyos
... Pero dinero, ml un centino!
Doaa Eanuela levant6 la cabeza con altivez,
mostrando la mirada ardiente y las mejillas
rubicundas.154
This haughty appearance of doTia Eanuela chanF:es
into a supplicating glance if she thinks it will be to
!7er
advantare.

After her son Juanito has talked with tfo Juan,

who has convinced him not to leLd money to dolZa
1:anuela,
the fo1lo-A.n7 Physical characteristics of doFa ::anu
ela are
observed:
Pero todos sus propsitos de energfa
desvanecieronse ante las miradas suplicantes
de su madre. iQu4 hermosa estaba!, Con sus
ojazos lagrimeantes y tiernos, parecfa la
Virren que tiene el corazon erizado de espadas.
El 'lid) no la abandonaba; serfa un mal hijo
si correspondfa con el desd4n al cariaazo
maternal oue le mostraba la buena serlora tan
pronto como se vela en apuros de dinero.155
It may he said that doiia ::anuela's physical
characteristics are often utilized as means to domin
ate
Juanito.

She uses her supplicating glance to influence

Juanito to mortare his orchard so that she may borrow
sixteen thousand pesetas from him.

=oa :anuela has

15 _lase°
/— z, "Arroz
Ibane
y tartana," in Obras
Completas, p. 300.
155Tbiri., D. 330.
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dominated Juanito by her Physical appearances so much
that just t:e!e thouatt of her contorted face controls hin.
Certain creneralizations may be made at this point
/—
about 71asco Icanezts dominative woman.
a Person who seeks to attain her rill.

She is usually
When she does so,

the results cause suffering and destruction.

In addition,

she often employs her physical characteristics so as to
control the thoughts and actions of others.

-

CHAPTER III
IHAGERY OF THE DOn-NATIVE '701AN
much of the inward character of the dominative
woman is made manifest by the description of her
characteristics and physical appearance, 31asco Ibanez also
employs imamery which adds to the understandinP-, of this
character.

77hic ima7ery also reveals the prominent and

symbolic role that this character plays within the novels
beinm examined.
Foth

tfa

Picores and Dolores within Flor de :avn

represent the dominative woman.

Although there is not

much ima7ery associated with these women, some is very
revealin7.

An allusion to the hands of tia Picores has

been made earlier.

It is worthwhile, nonetheless, to

consider briefly the manner in which the narrator refers
to them.

In the followinm passame, she has been

metaphorically drawn as having hands of a witch:
Y viendo la fiera vieja aue todavia se
insultaban desde lejos, las amenazd con sus
manos de bruja hinchada, logrando,
'
7
clue se dejasen Ilevar por sus amigas."-.
This is only one of the many times within this novel
15 __asco Ibanez, "Flor de :.:ayo," in Obras
MmPletas, p. 432.
62
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wherein the hands of tfa Picores are portrayerl in such an
ominously threatening fashion.

tfa

This figure is fitting, for

Picores, in fact, does strike her two nieces so that

they conform to her will.

It Is significant for another

For, within one gesture, it illustrates the

reason.

character of tfa Picores.
Not only is the image of these witch-like hands
drawn in order to describe tfa Picores, but another figure
equally descriptive is sketched near the outset of
Flor de :ayo.

Inaking it perfectly clear that tfa Picores

is the boss of the fish-wives, the narrator

writes

the

following:
Unicamente 1rAc1 se trataba de igual a igual
con cierta tia suya, la AgUela Picores, una
veterana de la Pescaderfa, enorme, hinchada y
bigotuda come una ballena, cue hacia cuarenta
aZos tenfa aterrados a los alguaciles del
mercado con la mirada de sus ojillos insolentes.
157
.
Similar to the gigantic whale which is the overlord of the
sea,

tfa

Picores is the undisputed chief of the

fish-,1ives.

This imagery is fitting and most descriptive.

It is significant, for it concisely portrays the kind of
person that she is.
The imagery related to Dolores within Flor de

is

more varied than it is with tla Picores.

7:ayo

In more than

one instance, :olores is likened unto an idol.

satisfied

7-1!
- r is atle to sttract the sttention of men at

ii
157Ibid., D. a99.
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the Pescaderfa, Dolores illustrates in the following one
of her cl
,ar,.eteristics:
Dolores,
con los brazos atr4s arqueando
la robusta rechurra 7 sonriend3 collo un Idol()
satisfecho cuando los hombres se fijaban en
sus zapatos de cuero aiariilo y en el
soberbio arranque de sus pantorrilla,
cubiertar con medlar rojas.158
De:onstratinr here a vain sensuousness, Dolores shows
(!efinite character traits which are instiumental in
brining about an adulterous relationship.

This simile

is appropriate because it illuminates very esrly in the
novel a dark, sinister character whose sexual relatf.ons
ruin the lives of at least three persons.

Her

satisfaction only causes her to be even more repulsive.
hen Dolores' hus.and is extremely angry with Ms
sister-in-law for tellinr him that Dolores has been
committinr adultery with her brother-in-law, with tragic
irony the narrator employs imarery.
'

It is traric because

it simifies a lie Which is brutally exposed.

It is

ironic, for it is the furthest thing possible from the
truth.

This imarery is rendered in the following:

INo le bastaba con no saber dirigir al pobre
Tonet, y ain intentaba deshonrar a Dolores,
que era una santa!
Sf, senor, una santa
y ya quisiera clla llegarle a la suela del
zapato.159
This imagery ultimately becomes very important to the role

- •

.
-.1!•

eeD

159ibid., D. 459.
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which Dolores plays in Flor de

for when moor Retor

coe!: to believe the truth about Dalcre!
,
., there is
absolutely nothing remaining for him but destruction.

After

seeing the outward signs of the character of the dominative
woman within Flor de Mayo and after observing the imagery

tie. Picores,

related to Dolores and

the reader can most

likely ar-ree with Swain when he cites that the women of
this novel are "

eee

perhaps as interesting a group of

those of any Spanish novel ...." "
1
There is also imagery associated with Xanuela in
Arroz v tartana.

7jhen Juanita, ::anuela's son, is dying

at the end of Arroz y tartana, to Juan as.7s the following
rhetorical questions of ::anuela:
na/a madre?

"

uien tiene la culpa,

iQuien ha asesinado al muchacho,

desverronzada?"161
questions is to

perra

Of course for tio Juan to ask these

answer

them.

a
point.

And to call his sister

shameless dor is almost literal to tic) Juan at this

There is here a usage of imagery that even the involved
reader may tend to take too literally, though he may agree
with t-lo :uan's figure.

This imagery is extremely

relevant to the resolution of this novel, for it is
Juanito's discovery of his mother's adultery that destroys
him.

Gomez De :=
7 aquero has summed this up so rell in the

160cwain, Vicente
71asco 1bl ez Realistic
Technioues, D. 44.
1,
161B1a5c0
Ibanez, "Arraz y tartana," in OY.as
Comole=tas, p. 369.
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following:
y el pobrr! Juanita que ha perdido su
fortuna y hasta los ahorros .de su novia,
recibe robre este golpe el de descubrir
inesperadamente el deshonor de su madre.
Se derrumba dentro de 41 todo lo que
le inspiraba amor t respeto, fe en la vida,
enferma y muere vict
,
ima de culpas ajenas,
de,aquella preruncion burFusa, de aquel
afan de filirar cue tan a lo vivo pinta
la novela.
'
1 2

•i"

*
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These, of course, are the final effects of many things
which have happened before this point.
things has been already alluded to.

One of those

It is that of poor

Juanito's discovery that his mother har an adulterous
relationship with serior Cuadros.

Not lang after this

discovery, Juanito, perhaps as a means to escape the
brutal truth, metaphorically considers that his =other
has died with her act of adultery:
A Juanita no le hicieron dao los burlones
comenarios de acuellas muchachas. Habian
acertado. Su madre habla m4erto aquella
tarde, y por eso lloraba.1
'
)
For all intents and purposes this metaphorical manner In
which Juanita has thought of his mother is poignantly
true for him.

To allude to her with this extended imagery

succinctly drives home to the reader the extreme effects
that ::_anuela's actions have upon Juanita.

943.

162,/
(:)mez De Raquero, Cultura Espa5ola Revista,
14
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7:efore this calamitous juncture in Arroz v tartana,
Juanito has purhed aside his mother's defects, even when he
has been adversely affected by them, for his love for her
has caused hi77: to forgive her shortcomings.

An example cf

this takes place when to Juan explains to Juanito that
Juanito ou2:ht to consider himself apart from his family and
:rather.

ecause the others were the children of seiz-ior

Pajares and Juanito was lelchor Pea's son, tfo Juan tells
Juanito that he is alone in the world.

He also explains to

Juanito that the other children in the family are simply
the portrait of doZa :anuela; that is they are pretentious
people corrupted by a desire for money.
Juanito feels this to

Even though

true, at this point the following

is his course of action:
`i

Pero, a pesar de su tristeza, Juanito
seFula adorando a aquel fdolo, ante el cual
volvfa la cabeza para no ver los defectos,
recordando sOlo lo que le parecfa bueno. 164
This ima7ery related to lanuela carries great import, for
it is not lonR after this when Juanito discovers a truth
about his idol that destroys him.
Symbolically the narrator employs languag,e that may
be interpreted in Freudian terms.

The following has within

Its double meaning a metaphor that reveals the low estate
to which lanuela is willIng to
pretentious carriage:
164 ibid., p.

377.

in order to have her
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--uedamos
dijo la reEera -- en cue urted
se encargara de la compra del csbalio.
Mariana mismo conffo en que habrA hecho mi
encr;rgo.
-- 10h, ce7uramente:
Ya sabe urted que
todas sus cosas me interesan como mis
Propios negocios.
--Entonces, veng manana a las tres y le
dare el dinero.1e 5
The reader is aware that the money to which Yanuela alludes
is her nromise of illicit love.

Furthermore, the horse

that draws her carriage symbolizes the male role that
seiier Cuadros performs with Nanuela.
0,1

This is very

important because it begins the relationship which
ultimately destroys Juanito.
Manuela is a pretentious woman who will do
anything to keep up appearances.

From the very beginning

to the very end of this novel, dol-la Nanuela is an obviously

vain and 'pretentious being.

At the beginning of

Arroz z tartana the early signs of this are given:
AcicalAbase como una nia, guardando con su
cuerno atengiones clue, no habfa tenido en su
juventud. iPara auien se arreglaba? NI ella
misma lo sabfa. Era puro deseo be retardar en
apariencia la llegada de la vejez; precauciones,
seglan propia afirmaci6n, para no parecer la
abuela de sus hijas y para sentir una
indefinible satisfacci6n euando en la calle
echaban una
or descarriada a su garbo de
buena moza.1-°

In taking extreme care to adorn herself as does a young
girl, :anuela not only shows her concern for a life of
n. 363.

1661bid., p. 261.
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appearances, but she also demonstrates her
self-centeredness.

il.gain imagery reveals specific

characteristics of the dominative woman.

There is little

wonder why Carlos Sainz de Robles, among other things, hes
praised Blasco Iblieler for his usatrc.:s of "
brillantes imarrenes

faciles y

A.67

La Yala Desnuda Josefina has been found to
be a sick person who, through her progressive sickness and
death, dominates her husband.

The weakening and final

destruction of Renovales' great desire to paint in his
own style the subject he chooses is the most profound
aspect of Josefina's domination.

This work contains some

pointed inaz.ery that reveals the character of Josef ma
as well as some of her effects upon Renovales.
After Renovales has

a1nted Jose,- Ina

has

posed in the nude for him, he tries to convince her to
allow him to show the picture.

Instead of agreeing to

this, Josef ma destroys the paintin7,..

It is shortly

after this seauenee of events that the followinq imagery
is presented:
Y Renovales vencido por los mimos de su mujer,
hizo las paces, se esforz6 por olvidar su obra
y sonrici con la resignaciOn del esclavo que ama„
la cadena norque le asegura la naz y la vida. 100
167Federico Carlos Sainz de Robles, La '
.:ovela
----r-canola En El Sic7lo XX, (:arid: Pezaso, 195'7)77775.
Ocmnletas,
•.

••
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This imagery very clearly reveals the slave-like role which
Renovales assumes under the domineering influence of his
jealous wife.
There is another kind of imagery which demonstrates
the verbal agFressiveness of Josef ma.

One example of this

imagery may be noted after Renovales has moved his wife and
child into a ner hote1.

HopinF that the new surroundings

will restore hi s wife to a better state of health,
Renovales

after a very short time there, learns the

followinF to his dismay:
Josef ma comenzaba a hablar con acento agresivo,
dando a sus Dalabrac la cortante frialdad de
una,navaja. Censurab4 al pintor Dor lo que
hacia y lo cue no hacia, por sus costumbres
mAs insifFnificantes ....1°9
This sharp coldness of a knife which she gives to her Te.ards
is indicative of Josef ma's verbal aggressiveness. Serving
as an excellent means to reveal her character, this
imagery perfectly describes Josef ma.
3y this time in La Male. Desnuda, Renovales has
acquired money and fame, but he is not truly happy.
Because of his wife's domination, Renovales' life is a

'i •

hell.

In the following metaphor, his life is described:

La vida del maestro 4enovales era un
infierno cuando Doseia ya la gloria y
la riqueza, con las que habfa soiiado
tantos aos, cifraneo en ellas su felicidad.17°

169Tbi6., p. 1553.
1 70Tbid., p.
1555.
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Yuch of the basic problem of La Zalo Dernun is
illustrated immediately after Henovales explains to
Cotoner his great desire to paint his concept of divine
beauty.

After recor:nizing that Jorefina will neither

approve of the painting nor of its -rodelr, Renovales
thinks the followinr::
Recordaba con fruicion los primeros
meses de su matrimonio; pero ste le habfa
Pesado despus como una cadena.
No renegaba del amor; neceFitaba para
vivir de la dulce compaZia de la mujer,
pero con intermitenci.c..s, sin la cArcel
interminable de la vida comin. Los
artistas como 41 debfan ser libres! estaba
seguro de ello.171
Not only is the problem of this novel contained in these
lines, but the imagery vividl• demonstrates Renovales'
extreme anguish over living without freedom.

3ecause or

Its terse and revealing nc.ture, this imagery is especially
effective.
Te stronrest representation of the dominative
woman is seen in ',Teleta of Cacias v barro.

Described as

very pretty, Neleta is extremely dangerous.

She is this

because of her outward appearance 7•:hich often serves to
conceal her deadly destructiveness.
7efore Tonet and

eleta have begun illicit sexual

relations, one sees how much Neleta's face is similar to
those painted on the altars of the church at Palmar. 172
1711bia., p.
172=lasco 'bci,iiez, Colas v borro, pp.
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;Then .eleta assumes a dominative role, however, the
narrator shifts to dercribe her in cuite dIfffrent
'Then she lures Tenet into their first Fexual act, she is
likened to a cat:
Su precoz instinto de mujer, su astucia de
gatita abandonada y vaFabunda, la hacfa
qunerior a Tonet. Se queda.l.fan en la selva,
Lverdad? Ya buscarian al dia siruiente al
volver al pueblo, un pretexto rara explicar
su aventura. Sanronera serfa el responsable.-"J
In a most sirnificant way, the narrator has set the stage
for ieleta's subsequent dominative role in this novel.
1Te1eta and Tonet have sexual relations many years
after this adventure.

The first time that a recurrence of

this relationship takes place is after 1:eleta has been
married tc CaTiamel.

Mile alone in a small boat, these two

are drawn toFether shortly before their adulterous
relationship beFins.

A most interesting usage of imagery

is presented at this point.

It is seen in the following:

Levant() la mirada y vio a corta distancia, en
la obscuridad, unos ojos oue brillaban fijos en
41, reflejando el nunto de luz de una lejana
estrella. Sinti4 en las sienes el cosquilleo de
los pelos rubios y finos que rodeaban la cabeza
de :eleta coo una aureola.174
'
By picturing in Tonetts mind the head of Neleta surrounded
by a halo, the narrator creates, as he did before their
first sexual act, an angelic aura.

This serves to

intensify the deceptiveness of releta, thereby allol:ing
173
ibid., pp. 57-53.
174ibid., D. 123.
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Neleta to seem even more sinister as the novel Prorresses.
In this instance the narrator's imagery, even though it is
the antithesis of Neleta's true character, serves to
emphasize 7eTeta's attractiveness that seems superficially
anr:elic, but is to the core diabolic.
after Tonet and Neleta are separated for some time,
the very thought of Feleta so dominates Tonet that he
comes to see her in almost everythinm.

A rather extended

example of this is seen within the followinr:
Esta ausencia, Prolongdndose meses y meses,
hacia crecer en su memoria el recuerdo de la
pasada felicidad arrandKndola con engaFrosa
desproporciAl. La imaren de Neleta llenaba sus
ojos. La vela en la selva, donde se perdieron
de nirior; en el laro, donde se entregaron
rodeados del dulce misterio de la noche. :o
Podia moverse en el cfrculo de arua y fanro
donde se desarrollaba su vida4 V.11 tropezar
con alFo que se la recordase.17-,
This extended imarery is most important, for it emphasizes
Tenet's need to be with her even after !
.:eleta's husband has
ordered him out of the tavern.

It is

even more important

because it shous the vastness or ::eleta's domination
over the thourhts of Tonet.
7:ishing secretly that her husband will drink too
much alcohol and die one day, Neleta pretends, nonetheless,
to guard Ca?:amel from over indul7in7.

In the follcwing

passare, the narrator reveals this h7procrisy of :Teleta
as well as some illustrative imarery:

1751bid., pp. 156-157.
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Ella le reiifa. ise estaba matando: Debra
recordar los coneejos de los m4dicos! Pero
el tio Paco, (CaF:ael), pxcusAbase lo
que al beber una copa. 1Por una vez mAs no
iba a morir! Y ella cedfa con resignaci6n,
brillando en sus ojos,42 gata una chispa de
maligno misterio ....f'
Ey this time in the novel, there is no mystery for the
reader.

He knows that Neleta wishes that her husband

will die so that she will inherit his money.

Nevertheless,

this imagery of a cat-like quality causes the reader to
see more vividly the diabolic nature of Neleta.

It is

understandable thst in Ca?las z barro Blasco Ibez has
been praised for makinc7 his characters vivid.177
As the vileness of Neleta is nrogressively evinced
through her actions, the imagery associated with her
becomes more unfavorable.
well.

Two instances portray this very

One of these may be seen when Neleta fights with

Samaruca, her sister-in-law, who wishes to be in better
stead with Ca7lame1 than Neleta when he dies.

The following

imagery demonstrates the snakelike traits that are truly
Ne/eta's:
La Samaruca era fuerte e inspiraba ciertu miedo a
las comadres del Palmar; nero !Teleta, con su
sonrisita dulce y su voz melosa ocultaba una
vivacidad de vibora 1i , y mordfa .a su eneniga
en la cara cpn un furor que la hacfa tragarse
la sancrre.170

p. 161.
177 wain. Vicente Flpsco 7^arc:7 Fealirtic
Technicues, n.
178
/—
Blasco Ibanez, CaF7:2.
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Another example of imap7ery rhich portrays Neletals
sir:nificance and role rithin Car z barro is given near the
end of the ':or.

It is the follorin

passar:e:

Su serpiente estaba en el pueblo, cone la
del pastor en el llano salvaje. Aquella Sancha
del Palmar, desde su asiento de la taberna, era
la que le 7.:41;Wpa con los a111os inflexibles
del crimen.'19
This is the nost significant inawery of the rork.

This is

true because it represents for Tonet precisely what Neleta
1- as been.

Furthermore, it resolves the problem of the

novel by leading Tonet to know that he must die -- victim
of this snake-like creature who has caused him to k111
his orn son.
170 —'4A

.4
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CHAPTER IV
THE 2OMI1ZATIVE W01.1A:: A:7D THE PLOT
The dominative

omar is ve7-:: instrumental within

the plots of the novels being considered in this writinF,.
And it is
,

concerned.

this consideration that this chapter is
Josef ma is the protagonist in La ,1:aia Decnuda.

'Jithin a novel that studies 43.7-.e conflict between If
the Purely artistic temperament and the nornal course of
12,0
love of man for his mate
do-nirative woman
is extremely essential in the nlot.

Althour,h T. Pescu:-

atchard cuestions that Renovales actually loves Josefina
de Torrealta, 181 there appears to be enouFh evidence
which Indicates that he, as Ford implies above, does love
A

this irrational and hysterical woman.

1
For a number of reasons, Josef ma is instrumelqtal
within the plot of La :laja
Desnuda.

'L:pon meeting

Renovales, Josef ma appears to be a very timid and retiring
Young woman.

Little time passes, nonetheless, after they

are married before her true nature is reveale.

The Issue

130J. D.
1!:. Ford, Y.•ain Currents of SPanish
Literature, (ew York: 72-ib10 and Tannen, 196'3), r. 233.
1,7,1
Pereuicharci, evie of La
Revue Eisranioue T07 (1906), 866.
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which pro:rots her first action opposing her husband
appears when Renovales wants to DEint nude pictures
employing live models.

After Josef ins has seen the nude

model in her husband's painting ,7tudio, she rr.oes home.
That night, after they rro to bed, Josef ma says:
"-- iDejame:

te disc que me dejes.

quieres.

Eig

Ye ire

,182

Veo que no me

Especially after the

narrator has developed the fact that Renovales has great
love for painting and that his interest is purely
artistic, does this action of Josef ma have sirnificance.
It is most important, for it marks the beginning of many
actions of Josef ma which progressively worsen
and progressively control Renovales.

In this particular

instance, Renovales pro-nises Josef ma not to have nude
wo72en in his studio ac:ain.
Inasmuch as Renovales looks upon the portrait of
Josefina as his best painting, it is highly sirnificant
when Josefina destroys it.
to realize the followin;
.:
-

This action causes Renovales
"For, primc_ra vez adivinaba lo

que iba a ser de su existencia.

iqu

casarse con aouella senorita ...."183

error el suyo el
revertheless,

Renovales forces himself to smile and forget his most
promising painting in order to have some form of peace
with his wife.
lzco Ib‘.iiez, "La 1,:aja :esnuda, " in Cbras
Corpletas, p. 1542.
p. 1545.
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Not only does Josef ma destroy his most promising
painting, tut it becomes evident that her sickness has a
pernicious effect upon the artist's former ideal of
artistic creation.
4.4

He falls prey to a dominative greed

instead of pursuing his artistic credo.

In the following-,

some of the effect of Josef ma's battles with Renovales
may be seen:
,las estrecheces de su
El maestro, amargado poi'
period() de lucha, sintio de pronto un ansia de
diner°, una codicia dominadora que nunca le
habian conocido sus amigos.
Slo quedaba, rues, el retrato para ganar
diner°, y olvidc5 sus glorias de innovador
para conquistar por todos los medics un
18)4
renombre de retratista entre la gente elevada.
Besides causing-7 Renovales to forsake hts artistic
dream and to replace it with a materialistic approach to
painting, Josef ma destroys her husband's love for her.
After Renovales has discovered that Josef ma's sickness
is rooted in her jealousy of him, Josef ma thinks it would
be better if he were in love with another woman.

In this

state of mind, Josefina accuses Renovales of being
unfaithful to her.

Although Renovales proclaims he is

faithful to his wife, she rejects what he says and finally
tells him that she no longer loves him.

As Josef ma

would seemingly have it, Renovales, as he talks to Conchita,
who is modelling for his painting, says the following to
l qv
•••

pp. 1550-1551.
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the model:

":eseaba Or.° mas, v no podia encontrarlo en

la comparera fe su vide, stare enferma, con los nervios
en ner7etua Crisis."1:/) The very evening ,
::hen this takes
place, Josefin

tells Renovales that she hates him and that

she wants him to leave her.
Renovales bot.

In addition, she attacks

verbally and physically.

:oreover, she

accuses Henovales of having Concha as his lover.

Josefina

then accuser him of being base and without true artistic
instinct:

"Eres un ordinario.

No hay en ti mas que

groseria y materialidae.

!La forma:

esto llaman a-tista?"136

Renovales's reply in the folloing

1La Carne!

2Y a

tersely illustrates Josefina's major influence upon him:
Josefina
podrl producir

Eso es indigno.

IT° podv4 Denser, no

espias y nersigues haste en ml

•=1
u1:
2
Josefina's rxedual decline is shown in her anger,
rejection, destructiveness, hostile aggressiveness, lac

cf

faith in her husband, and in her desire to be isolated
from him.

All of these factors leave Renovales "

roto,

impotente, la misma verania del Hugo de Erues, la morte,
a la sombra homicida de Josefina."188

In addition to these

135Ibid., p. 1567.
186Ibid., n. 1573.
187Ibid., p. 1573.
13Los Escritores Espa?"loles, T.ibro Homenaie,
D.
4

99.
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nep7ative aspects of Josef ma's role within the plot of
La Male!. Desnuda, there are others.
One of the most devastating cf these is presented
when Josef ma says to Renovales that he will be glad when
she dies.

She says this because he then will be free to

have nude models in his painting studio.
her prediction is momentarily true.

Sadly enough,

For after Josef ma

dies he is briefly happy with his new found freedom from
Josef ma's domination.

In a very short time, however,

Renovales is tortured because he has held this desire
which is planted In his mind by Josefina.159

Nonetheless,

before Josefina dies, she makes it clear to Renovales that
she knows about his relationship with Concha.

By this time,

there is, in fact, such a relationship, one Josef ma hb_d
charp:ed him with long before it came about.

After

Josefina dies, Renovales is dominated by the memory of his
deceased wife.
same time.

He sees her everywhere and nowhere at the

Possessed with a guilt because of his thoughts

about Josefina and obsessed with a passion for her,
Renovales "
maestra

busca en vano

para pintar su obra

alguna modelo cuyo cuerpo sea identico al de la

difunta."190

Josef ma controls Renovales in her life by her

sickness and also dominates him after her death by haunting
139
Swain, VIcente 71arco Il7nne_!z Realintic
frec!-miclus,
lcO, Romera-::ava
rro, Firtoria De La Literatura
EsraFola, D. 655.
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his mind, just as she h'.nted she would before she dies.
Ecoause of Josef ma's importance within the plot of
La Aala Desnuda, it is easy to urderstand why Swain has
written t.e. following:

"Josef ma, althought brought into

the novel primarily as a foil to Renovales, becomes the
more real individual and many times

usurps the stage

to become the principal actor."191
In Entre naran os the dominative woman central
to the plot is doria Bernarda.

Not because of sickness,

like Josefina's,does dorra Bernarda have a relationship
^Ls

with men which is unsatisfying.

Instead, because dorik

Bernarda within Entre naranios is motivated by her selfish
materialistic desires, she is not truly concerned about
romantic love.

It may be said that she is more occupied

with managing affairs of economy and perpetuating the
dominance of the Brull family in politics than with
anything else.
Larly in Entre naranlos the reader learns that
the young Rafael Brull, son of Bernarda, has entered
politics to satisfy his mother.

He looks upon his entry

into politics as a means whereby he can obtain freedom
from his mother's domination.

Aoreover, as Swain writes,

Rafael portrays the role of a character who is controlled
by his mother and by don Andre
'
s.192
191
Technicues,

Don Andrds serves as

/Vicente Sla.‘:!co .LcL.nez Reetic

35.

192Ibid., TYD. 89-90.
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a parasitic creature who follows the will of doF:a Bernarda
al-.d occasionally drops a bit of advice to her.

Fe also

spies on Rafael whenever dorria Bernarda bids him to do so.
The novel starts with Rafael already a diputado.
Immediately the reader learrs that Rafael, even after
reaching the age whereby he can be a dirutado, is not free
from the surveillance of don Andres and the memory of' his
mother's authority.

In the following the latter is shown:

Recordaba las dos o tres escenas cortas, pero
violentas, que meses antes habfa tenido con su
madre. El furor autoritario de aquella seor
tan devota y rigida de costu=bres...193
Seeking an absolute control over Rafael, dci-ra Fc!rnarda has
don Andres follow Rafael and report to her Rafael's
activities.

Aware that this is occurring, Rafael

illustrates his willingness to do what he wishes in spite
of his =other:
Pens o con cierta inquietud en don Andres, aquel
mentor que, p9r recomendaciOn de su madre, si se
despegaba de el Eqguna vez, era para seguirle de
lejos .4
Pero, !bah!, que le esperasen en el
Casino.14
Ultimately Rafael's life is directed and determined
by the control which doria Eernarda maintains over him.
Before this is completely understood by the reader,
however, doa Eernarda reveals many aspects of her concern
—
193,31asco Ibanez, "Entre naranjos," in Cbras
Comrletas, 0. 566.
•-
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for power.
4

A ;rood exa7:ple of this is shown when the

narrator tells what holds doia Ternarda and her husband
together:

"Esta colaboraciOn en el sostenimiento de la

autoridad de la familia era lo
esposos."195

nico que unia a los dos

It simply is her search for Poer that

causes dolia F,ernarda to maintain her relationship vith
her husband.

In fact, it is made clear in the following

that Bernarda does not love her husband:

"No amaba a su

s ora campesina que
marido; tenfa el eFrofsmo de la seii
considera cumplidos todos sus deberes con ser fiel al
esposo y ahorrar dinero."196

Afraid that her husband's

actions will cause a possible blight upon Rafael's future,
which Hernarda has designed for him, Bernarda prays for
the death of her husband in the following:
rogaba mentalmente:
pronto este hombre!

iSeHor

iDios mio:

"

y

iQu‘ se muera

ique acabe tanto asco!"197

The

satisfaction of doa Eernarda upon seeing herself in
absolute control of her house is illustrated in the
following:
sola y duefra
Cuando ddria Bernarda se
absoluta de su casa, no pudo ocultar su
satisfaccidn.
198
Ahora se veria de lo que era capaz una mujer.

195Ib1d., p. 574.
196 Tbid.,
P•
1971-biA.,

193Ibid.,
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After her husband is dead, doZa. _T3ernarda shifts
her major concern to Rafael.

Lockinr u7c.on Rafael as a

future means of money and power for herself, doiaa Bernarda
wishes to be certain that Rafael is the model politician
who will -laintain and enlarge the dynasty of the Brull
family.

Rafael, realizing that he is only a firure-head

to be mana7ed by others, comes to have another cutlet in
his hopeless search for freedom.
the love he develops for Leonora.

Fis only relief is through
In fact,

oez 'e

Baquero contends that perhaps love is the principal the7,e
of Entre naranlos.199

Inasmuch as Leonora is looked upon

by the community as a woman who is not above reproach,
Bernarda does not want Rafael to spend any time with
her.
After an interesting flood scene of

local area,

Rafael and Cupido, a barber, go to Leonora's home.

Talking

a lone time about many aspects of life, Leonora makes
Rafael agree to be her friend, not her lover.

Rafael

artrees, but there is little doubt that he is thoroughly
enchanted with Leonora.
Findinrr ol't about Rafael's friendship with Leonora,
dorm Bernarda directs his thoughts towards his marriage
with someone else from a good family, a family that has
much money.

Rafael informs his mother that he will select

lc°
/
-•Gomez
De Faquerc, Cultura ErrnZola Revista,
947.
4

A

whom he wishes.

From this time on, "Rafael sentKa el

espionaje siguilndole en sus paseos por la cuida
d y al
camp0.200
Nonetheless, Rafael continues to ree Leonora.
Because of his political obligations, Rafael
goes to
Madrid, away from Leonora and his town.
en Rafael returns to his home, he immediatel
y
goes to visit Leonora.

After seeinF her, he encounters

his mother's opnressive response to his actio
ns.

Because

doria Bernarda is displeased with Rafael for
visiting
Leonora, Rafael reacts in the follo,
.7ing manner:
volviO a su casa sin atreverse a levantar
la cabeza ante su madre.
Tenia miedo a aquellos ojos iracundos....201
Nevertheless, Rafael determines to do as he pleas
es.

In

doinz so, he not only Foes to see Leonora, but
he confesses
his ardent love to her.

74hen this happens, Leonora rejects

him and tells him to leave and never retur
n to her house.
Having learned of this break between Leono
ra and Rafael,
doa Bernarda is content.

She is in this state because

now Rafael stays mostly near his home.

It is not only

that Rafael is no loner seeinF Leonora, but
doria Bernarda
is happy because she sees in this rupture a
means of
directing Rafael towards a marriarce with Remed
ios.
following account this may be seen:
200Blasco Ib4Zez, "Entre naranjos,"
in Cbras
-m. 711.
201
-Ibid., n. 622.
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En la alegria de su triunfo, comenzaba a pensar
en la boda de su hijc con Remedios, y levantan?o
una punta,de su reserva de gran seriora, trctaba
a don iatias como de la familia l, ensalzando el
afecto cads vez ms vivo que unia a los
chicos.202
From the point of view of doria Bernarda, her desire
for the union of Remedios with Rafael is not for reasons
of love.

Instead, she looks upon this as a means to

fulfill her dreams for power and money, as shown in the
•

following:

"72oCia Bernarda tambien vela en aquella unicfn

la cuspide de sus ensuAos; el diner° unido al poder ..."203
Rafael does not love Remedios and is only
maintainin=-- this relationship so that he will not incur
the wrath of his mother.

His willingness to satisfy his

mother is illustrated in the following:
•

lo unico que le placla era la confianza de nu
madre, la tranquildad de 1.a casa, el poder ir y
venir sin sentir fijos en el unos ojos irritados
y escuchar con frecuencla,.palabras de indignacien
ahocadas entre dientes.4:04
Forced by the

of his mother, Rafael Is pushed

towards a marriage with Remedios.

In the followinr-, the

reader finds some of the dominative aspects of doilit
Fernarda which affect Rafael:
Realmente, el no habfa manifestado ningun dew)*
de casarse; pero allf estaba su cadre, que lo
2°2Ibid., p. 643.
201Tbid.,
-

D. 61%.
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arremlaba todo, cue le imPonfa su voluntad,
cue aceleraba aouel afecto tenue y liFero,
empundole hacia,Remedios. Su lioda era
cosa decidida ...405
r. •

:7ot lonF after this, Rafael roes to see Leono
ra.
2urin

his visit to her house, Leonora proclaims her

stron7. love for him.

Rafael's response is a proposal of

::.arriaTe to Leonora.

AlthouFh Leonora loves Rafael, she

indicates to him that there is no need to marry
him, for
she says the' can enjoy love without
marriaFe.
After this, doi..ia P,ernarda hears of Rafael's
s.eeinF Leonora and mets don Andi4s to spy on
Rafael.
RepresentinF Pernarda in the follo7.:1nr, don Andre
'
s
portrays her severe authority:

'

And-re
'
s estaba all(,

mirandol_ con sus ojillos de color de aceite,
que brillaban
entre la arrugas con eTpresion de autor
idad."206
Because the people of the to':- n talk adversely
about Leonora, she tells Rafael that she
wantsto leave.
Upon hearinF this, Rafacl convinces Leono
ra to leet him in
Valencia.
orer

After Leonora leaves and Rafael departs in

o ::eet her, don Andr4s follows him.
At first when Rafael meets don ithdres, his
reaction

is the folloinm,:
Rafael, que en el primer moment° se
sentfa aFresivo,
disnuesto a contestar con la violencia
si el
camarada extremaba la relorensidn, mostrAbase viejo
aora
r-Z

4

p.

2061-4
4,
•-•
•
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p.

ablandado y un tanto conrovido por el sincero
dolor de aquel ho:7tre sin otro sentimiento
cue la dominac!An ....207
As don Andres works to convince Rafael to retur
n home,

••

Leonora waits in a hotel for hir to join her.

Rut Rafael's

last attempt to Fain freedom and love is forever gone
when he finally ses the following message
to Leonora:
cadre muy enferma
voy
dias nada mgr
mi deber de hijo
pronto nos veremo.G ....203

por unos

The extreme influence of doila Bernarda's control
within the Plot of Entre naranlos is even Lore aprar
ent
after she has caused her son to turn his back on
his only
love.

FollowinT his -lother's will, Rafael is joined in

!:_arriage with Remedios, becomes wealthy, has three
children
by her, and as a result becomes totally miser
able.

One of

the sources of Rafael's miser; is his wife, who
is siIlar
to his mother.

She is thus described:

... era una mjuer con toda la firmeza imperiosa
y
la suterioridad dominante de las hembras de los
paises meridionales. La limpieza y el ahorr
o
tomaban en ella el caracter de intolerable
tirania.209
Another reason that Rafael is unhappy is his sad
realization of the following:

"Comprendfa que Leonora

habfa sido para el la Lica rasign, el Amor que pasa
una
rola vez en la vida al alcance de la mano. 210
"
207Tbi„7.,

p. 665.

203
Ibid., D. 663.
209Ibid.,
p. 672.
210Tbid.,

D. 673.

Some years

39
after Rafael has left Leonora to Fo to his mother, he
meets Leonora and tells her they can still have happiness
toFether.

Leonora explains to him that this is impossible

as she bids him adieu with the following:
:A

--Adis, Rafael
CuLate, no envejezcas
tan aprisa. Cree oue he tenido un verdadero
pusto en volver a verte, el gusto de convencerme
de oue aquello acar.

Td

eres un mucrto

/=.dids Rafae1. 11

Truly dead, Rafael has nothina to look forward to except to
take care of his mother who is in a state of idiocy:
Su madre, como si los esfuerzos pare emparentar
con la riqueza hubiesen agotado la fuerza de su
caracter, habia c412 en un 7.arasmo senil rayano
en la idiotez
It appears by the end of Entre naran cs that dZa Bernarda's
insatiable quest for rower and money has not only wrecked
Rafael's chances for freedom and love, but it has also
destroyed her sanity.

In regard to dofra Bernarda's end,

perhaps the reader is tempted to agree with Espina when
he writes the following about Blasco IbEIRez:

"Sabe
u213

colocar a cosas y seres en sus terminos justos

In some ways the role which Dolores portrays
within the plot of Flor de lavo is similar to that of
doFia Bernarda in 7ontre naranlos.
2111,

Dolores does not love

p. 635.

212
I bid., p. 672.
211

Hevirta de Cccic:ente, LVIII,

59.
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her husband.

Similar to daia Bernarda, Dolores has a

hunger for power and money.

She is also like dc7:a '.ernarda,

inasmuch as she is the main cause of destruction within
Flor de Ea7o.

Unlike dela

ernarda, however, Dolores is

physically 'pretty and seductive, even to the extent of
bringing about an adulterous relationship between her and
her brother-in-law Tonet.
Lon r7 before Dolores has married Retor and Rosario
has married Tonet, Dolores and Tonet have been childhood
sweethearts.

After Dolores and Rosario marry, they

continue their work sellinrr fish.

In this coarse setting

the plot is developed.
Near the beginning, the narrator sets the stare
for the basic conflict of the work.

That

is, the reader

learns throuqh their heated argument that Rosario suspects
Dolores of being a man stealer and that Dolores is
disdainful of Rosario's appearance:

win

-1Calla, loca
decfa con acento despectivo --1
Calla, envechosa!
Pero Rosario replicqtba.
L.Thvidiosa ella?
Y de quikl? De una
tirada cue tenia la peor forma en el Cabaal?
Muchas gracias; ella era una mujer honrada,
incapaz de quitarle, a ninguna_su hombre.
Y a continuacicn la desdenosa respuesta de
Dolores.
Q.Que has de guitar VI?
2Con esa cara de
sardina?
Eres demasiado fea para eso, hija
mia› 214
• h,
7.1acco Ibanez,"Flor de Yayo," in °bras
D. 402.
P
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Here Dolores demonstrates her verbal agg.ressiveners, which
IS only a prelude to her physical aggressiveness that
follows in a fight between her and Rosario.

After the

fight with Rosario, Dolores explains her innocence in
regard to her relationship with Rosario's husband:
Pero al fin
ella era buena; el'a no tenfa
ganas de ruidos; ella querfa vivir en santa paz
y no le gustaba tampoco que la llevaran en lenguas.
Todc eran lfcs, mentiras de la gente, que no sabe
co7:o enguerrar a los buenos matrimcnios. IQue
ella hatfa sido novia de Tonet antes de casarse
con su ,:ermano!
.
... 2y cud? 2.Era la primera vez
que re vela esto?
Y que otro
habfa para
que le armasen tales calumnias7 15
Even though Dolores presents an outward appearance of
reconciliation with her sister-in-la, Rosario seemingly
knows too much to believe her rival.
- Then Tonet and Rosario marry, the reader learns
that Dolores has mysterious desires as she observes
Tonet:
Dolores le vefa sin mostrar la renor
emocin. Unican:ente aLg sus ojos de
soberana br
,illaban con puntos de oro,
ohispas electricas del ardor de misteriosos
deseos.21b
Thi

is very significant because the desires which Dolores

has for Tenet are behind much of the important action
within the plot of Flor de
f

A year after the marriage of 7onet and Rosario, the
direction of Rosario's miserable life
C
P. '
405.
2161-sid., P. 1421.
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established:
A la pobre mujercita, cada ves =as flaca y
derrotada, le parecfan insignificantes sus
miserias, siempre que al senor no le faltase
la peseta para tomar el cafe y el juego del
domin6, la comida abundante y las camisetas
de franela bien vistosas.217
Four years after Dolores is married to
becomes pregnant.

etor, she

Eefcre this ti-7.e :olores has been

maintaining an adulterous relationship with Tonet and the
neighbors are fully av7are of it, even if poor Retor is not:
El etor sonrela como un bendito al dar a todo el
mundo la f,-1.usta noticia, y las vecinas se alegraban
tambien, pero de un modo malign°. Era pura sospecha,
pero se comentaba la coincidencia de aquel
embarazo tardicl con la 4poca en que Tenet mostrO
mayor apexm a la casa de su hermano, pasando en
ella mAs tiempo que en el caf4.216
Rosario declares that the child has the same face as does
Tonet.

From this time on, there is such a division between

the sisters-in-law that Rosario 1.-111 not return to Dolores's
home.

Nevertheless, assured of her domination over

••r•

Dolores presents the fcllowing appearance:
La hermosa hija del tic, Paella burl‘base de su
curiada, la tfsica, la pava, goz‘ndose en
insultar su pobreza, su vida trabajosa, y
haciendo alarde del poderfo que tenfa sobre
Tonet, el cual, como en otros tiempos, lba
tras ella, dominado y sumi:o como un perro.219
217Ib1d., p. 421.
218Ibid.,

p.

422.

219 Tbirl., p. 422.
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Dolores dominates her husbane, as well.

Receiving a

plan which, if carried out, would bring much money, Retor
follows the advice of Dolores and roes into the business of
transportinr contraband.

Aided by Tonet,

successful in this illeral venture.

etor is

In fact, Retor is so

successful that he earns enough money from it that he is
able to have a large fishino boat built.

In spite of the

fact that Tonet shares part of the profit fro::: transporting
contraband, Rosario continues her servile existence.
Not long after this, Retor hears that there are
rumors that his rife is having a love affair with Tonet.
When this happens, Retor's first reaction is tc reject the
rumors.

17onetheless, the following takes place within him:

El Retor la escuchd encorvado sobre la fuente
cercana a la cruz, enrullendo por entero el chorro
de arua, como si sus emociones recientes hubiesen
encendido una horuera en su estdmaRo.220
Later when Retor comes to believe that Dolores has been
committing adultery with his brother, this tonfire of
emotion turns into a destructive inferno.

'2nt1l that time,

however, Retor continues his fishing trips.

fter

returning from his next one, he thinks the following as he
looks unon Dolores:

"

Parecla una reina!

Y el pobre

hombre sentiase satisfecho al pensar oue su Dolores le
debia todo esto a 41, a nadle mXs que a 41.221

This high

esteen in IThich Retor holds Dolores only adds to the shock
2201-nid., p.
450.
221--

D. 453.

AAP
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thnt he receives when Rosario reveals
the following to him:
Fascualo
A

1..olores t' en7aria.

-- Si; t' engaiia, Pascualo
repiti6 con
desesperante lentitud
t' engaFra, iy es en
Tonet:222
2:ot only does Retor come to know this
is true, but he also
realizes that Tenet is the real fath
er of Pascualet. *Then
Retor becomes aware of this, he reacts
in the following
manner:
Se llev las crispadas manos alipecho como
si fuese a desF5rrarlo, a sacar de el
alFo que
quemaba. Despues se ech6 un fiero zarpazo
a
la cabeza.
IRecontracordons -- gimoteo con una voz
ronca cue alarm6 a Rosario --. 'Santo
Cristo del
Co-ao!
Anduvo alFunos pasos, como si estuviera
ebrio.
Luego se desplom6, temblando el piso de
tierra
apisonada con el choque de su corpach6n.
Sus
piernas se levantaron del suelo horizontalme
nte
y volvieron a descansar en 41: tan
ruda fu4 su
ca(da.223
Even thouFh Retor does not physical
ly dies at this point,
his life is destroyed. His only path
left is one of
reven;-e.
Against the judgment of others, Retor eeci
des to
take his ship to sea.

,gith Tonet and Pascualet aboard,

Retor is only able to think of the
following:
Adios ilusicnes de hacer a Pascualet
el
pescador mze,..s rico del CabaiTal! dE6ra
acaso
suyo, para interesarse tanto per su suer
te?

2221b1d., p.
459.
2237bid., P•
463.
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Nada desedua ya en el mundo;
morir, y que
pereciese con 41 toda su obr
a.
Odiaba ahora su Flor de ::ayo,
la hi!,a de
madera,
la rrle habia hablado tantas veces
como si fuese un ser huwo.
Deseaba su
inmediata peridida
Caught in a terrible sea-storm
, Retor decides it is unfair
to destroy the lives of all
those aboard. He, therefore,
tries to bring his boat safely
to shore. This ts
impossible because the storm
destroys the boat and
everyone aboard. When the sea
washes Pascualet's dead
body ashore, the reader is
totally aware of the destructive
role which Dolores has por
trayed in Flor de
Doa

anuela 1,7ithin Arroz

tartana, as already

Indicated, is a selfish per
son who does almost anything
to maintain appearances.
In rezard to the snirit of tl-is
novel, Betoret-Paris says,
"En Arroz z Tartara se reflej
a
el espfritu de la clzse med
ia ciudana, verdadera columna
vertebral de la sociedad val
enciana."225 1::eing a member of
the bourgeoisie, do
.
:ia Manuela has materialistic des
ires
which she will utilize any
means to satisfy. It is upon
this issue that doria :::anuel
a's actions revolve. As to
21asco Ib/..iiez's words abo
ut this dominative woman, the
following offers a worthw
hile observation:
La rrotagonista, do?Ta :an
uela
iqnorata el
valor del diner°. Gastab
a con furor que

P.

99.

224 .0
I id., D. 470.
22.
etoret-Paris, Z1 CosturiErno
Rericnal,

.011,
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escandalizaba. Segufa las modas con
escrupulosidad costosa, y muchas veces
aumentaba sus rastos hasta la locura,.
r-alabras, todas, de 71asco IbtFiez.226
':ith these f"cts in mind, the reader can better
understand
doRa lanuela, even if he may not condone n
r actions.
2oFia ::anuela is first pictured in a local market
in Valencia.

Mile there, she illustrates her lack of

concern for her servants who carry the heavy and expen
sive
items she buys.

DurinF her time at the market, doria

lanuela meets her brother, to Jvan.

After some mutual

criticism, they part smiling with the uners7a .in57
that
tfo Juan will come to a Christmas dinner to be
aiven at
doria Eanuela's home.
At this dinner,

Hanuel& illustrates her

pretentiousness by making a grand display of 7iving
presents to her servants.

At the sa-e time, "... don Juan,

the honest, stin y, hardheaded uncle ...,“227 demon
strates
his unwillingness to fall victim to doTia '::anuela's
false
airs.
!
-=efore this time, however, do?Ta Zanuela's first
husband :elchor Pea has died, apparently victi
m of doria
anuela's way of life 7hich runs counter to his.
22incl‘n,

71asco Ibane.
z, Unamuno, 7alle

D. 27.
227_

.

A,

Vicente Masco Ibanez Realistic
Technioues, D. 43.
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long before :elchor dies, don EuTenio, a secondary
character vithin Arroz z tartana, explains in precise
words what has happened to Melchor:
muchacho; t1.1. nos engaZas. 1 'Zo, no
eres feliz..., aunque me lo jures. Tu tienes,
como yo, rangre de comerciante, y el que nos
saoue de este mostrador y nuestras costumbres,
nos meta. De seguro que ahora, siendo rico,
1evant4ndote tarde y paseando en cerruaje, te
acuerdas con envidia de los tiempos en cue
bajabas a barrer la tienda a las sets de la mairana
y echebas un p4rrafo con las criadas que vane
a la compra. Yo s‘ bien lo que es eso
lAh,
esa ::anuela! ... Ella te ha de matar....223
Instrumenta., in creating a kind of life that kills

elchor

Peas, after her husband's death doria 21anuela Quickly
renews a courtship with doctor Rafael Pajares, a former
boy friend.

This courtship results in a marriage in which

three children are born:

Amparito, Rafael, and Conchita.

The last child mentioned is born just three months after
her parents are wed.
A gambler and an unfaithful husband, the doctor
has a number of illnesses and then dies.

After her

husband's death, don Juan comes to the aid of his sister
Eanuela and helps her put her financial affairs in order.
After doing so, he tells doria Manuela that she is nnt
wealt, but that she can live well if she does not try to
follow a life of appearances.

For some time, dora Manuela

follows her brother's advice and dedicates herself to
22F7:
/lasco loanez, "Arroz y tartana," in 3tres
ComPletas, p. 281.
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rearin7 her children.
the

t7- e of the Christr_ss dinner, nevertheless,

it is anparent to tic) Juan that dcZia Manuela is again
livinr: the ostentatious life she had been living.

On this

occasion tio Juan makes it clear to dorla Manuela that he
will not lend her money.

He also says the followinF about

her character:
Ti. seras siempre la misma, Zanuela, la boa, la
prietenciosa, y morir4s cuando p-ast5s el iiltimo
centilno. Cada uno nace con su caractert y tu
eres de aouellos a quienes el pobre palla
cantaba la antimia copla:
Arrs y tartana,
Fasaca, a la r1c7'a,
sy rode la bole
a la valensiana:229
lon7 after the party, it is carnaval time for
t!-!e re75on.

Aware of this, doZa :anuela buys some very

expensive dresses for her two dauhters, A7naro and Concha,
who are of marriageable are.

After the carnaval is over,

the bills for the elaborate dresses come.

When the bills

are paid, ::anuela is in need of money so that she can
operate her household.

iT:y this time, however, Manuela has

so =any debts that it is difficult for her to borrow money.
The only way in which she is able to borrow is to obtain
her oldest son's signature, which mortaes his orchard.
Do?ra Manuela holds, Juanito, her oldest son, in
disfavor compared to Amparo, Concha, and Rafael.
229It-Ad.,

D. 300.
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son of her first husband, she relegates Juanito to a
servant's role.

7n fact, when the carna-..- 1 is in town,

Juanito must attend to the house and work in Las Tres Rosas
store.

-_onetheless, it is to Juanito that ;anuela Foes

when she needs a signature so that she may borrow money.
As indicated below, Juanito thinks of resisting his mother's
recuest that he sin for her loan, but she dominates him
through her motherly caresses:
Y dercartados don Juar y el comerciante doria
Manuela volvi6 a la carFa; el hijo intentd
resistirse; pero al fin le aturdieron las
• caricias maternaler y firmcS cuanto quiso la
mamS.230
Juanito sintiOse

SecurinF the loan for doria 1.:anuela "
feliz, en aquella temporada de cuaresma

n231

In the

following, Betoret-Paris has made a very interesting
observation related to this occurrence:

•

Parece que ciertas etapas de la vida de Cristo
tengan un eco en la vida econ6mica de doZa.
Manuela: la. Cuaresma es la hora de purgar los
derroches y las alegrfas de la temporada
anterior ...; la firma de Juanito en Jueves
Santo hiotecando el huerto de Alcira es la
inr.olacion de la ivfctima inocente, su
crucifixi6n economica ....232
This point of view seems not too far from the truth,
esnecia117; in the light of what follows.
23°Ibid., p. 305.

•

4

231Tbid., p. 305.
2327
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After Juanito rleets Tonica, he falls in
love with
her.

',;hen Tonica declines Jt:anitoez proposal of
marrisae,

the force of do717a Manuela's dominati
on Is once again seen.
This happens when Juanito is about to tell
Tonica that she
need not allow her poor economic background
to stop her
from marrying him.

At this point the following occurs:

Juanito sentfa alearfa y compasiOn a un
tiempo. ReaocijAbale el saber que no era
indiferente a Tonica y que en la posici.dn de
su familia estaba el dnico obstrfculo
. fValiente
posici6n
ompadec16 la ignorancia de la loven
y estuvo proximo a decirle que todo lujo era
imbecil fatuidad, pura bambolla; pero sinticIse
dominado por sus temores de nii-To sumiso y
obediente, y hasta en el vacilante respland
or
del inmediato farol creyc ver el rostro
de
mamA cortrafdo Dor un P.esto de indignac
idn
majestuosa.233
Even thouah Juanito does (
. .ot
.
marry Tonica, his love for her
continues to grow.
seek money.

With this growth, Juanito begins to

In this search he convinces Tonica to plac
e

all her meager savings with an investor
who enjoys a good
reputation.

-A.thout receipt or guarantee, Tonioa's mone
y

is handed over with confidence to
the banker.
Continuing to incur more and more debts, dorm
Manuela takes advantage of the sexual
desires of the
frivolous ae^
rior Cuadros.

For when Nanuela's horse

Brillante dies, she seizes the opportun
ity to commit
adultery with seirlor Cuadros in exchange
for a horse for
her carria-e, rhich he buys for her
and her family.
23351 asco Ib4riez, "Arroz y tartanci," in
Cbras
Ccap1etas, p. 321.
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Swain has closely ti c,1 this action to what he contends is
the the-e of the novel:

4

The the-ale of this book is pretense. .7)cria anuela,
to k.eep up appearances, will stoop to any crime or
vice. She will eat rice secretly if she may ride
a carriare publickly
She will beccme
the mistress of her late husband's former clerk,
if he will buy her a coach hors po take the
Place of the mourned Tiri1lante.434
'

u71.4 .

After dona :anucla commits adultery with seRbr
Cuadros for the first time, it is disclosed that all the
investments with the banker of the good reputation a:e
10::
- t.

The banker has absconded and no one knows fcr

certain of his whereabouts.

At any rate, the investments

of Juanito, his girl friend, and seFror Cuadros are forever
gone.
In site of this extreme setback, Poor Juanito nas
something to hold to, even if he eventually finds out it
is false.

Although Juanito is aware of his mother's

financial ways, he clinE:s to an exalted concept of his
mother's virtue.

"Tratandose de dinero, era caloaz de

mentir y hasta de estafar, tomando prestanos sobre fincas
vendidas muchos eSios antes; pero su virtud de mujer
235
aparecfa intachable.
Shortly after Juanito thinks this,
he enters his home and discovers his mother committing
234swain,
Tecnicues,

Cc=le

D.

Vicente Blasco Ibez Realistic
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adultery with senor Cuadros.

This action by doilk Manuela

is extre7nely important, for its discover
y 1.7 Juanitc causes
his end.

As Gfkmez De Paquero has so fittingly observed

about Juanita:
Se derrunta dentro de 41 todo lo aue le
inspiraba
ar;or, resnecto, fe en la vida, enferma
y muere
victima de culpas ajenas, de aquella pres
unciAl
burFuesa, de aouel af.4n de figurar oue tan
a lo
vivo TAnta la novela.236
Just as SLez De Bacuero says, all of
Juanito illusions are
toppled, an nothing but shambles is left
of his life.
3tunned beyond recovery, Juanito si Ply
wanders around the
town thinking about his sad discovery.
Juanito falls sick and dies.

Upon returning home,

Tio Juan, before the closing

of the novel, very neatly affirms to
doFa :7anuela her
role relative to her son's death:
autora de esa muerte."237

"itia, sOlo t. eres la

There is little doubt that

doc
:
la &Inuela plays a most important
role within the plot
of Arroz v tartana.
Hasco Ibanez preferred CaFas
novel which he wrote of this peri
od.238

barro to any other
One virtue that

stands out from this work is the exce
llent character
portrayal of :;eleta.

As mentioned earlier, she is

considered nasco's strongest woma
n character.
236 /
Gomez De Eacuero, C-altura Espariola Revista,XII,
943.
2.37 .7,1a..co IttTiez, "Arroz y tartal-_,"
in

Cr=letas, r. 7.39.
2'43
-• Casc

o Contell, Aventutero Y
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Portraying a most important role
within Carias v
barrc, Neleta is described
as a very pretty person. A17:ays
capable of achieving what she
wants, Neleta asserts her
dcminative qualitils throughou
t the novel. '.7hen she and
Tonet are still children, an
example of Neleta's domineering
traits is presented. Being alo
ne with Tonet in the
moonlight in the meadow, Neleta
's ability to determine the
course of action is evident in
the following:
Neleta ya no sentfa el dolor del
pie y hablaba
cuedamente al ofdo de cu compaiier
o. Su precoz
instinto de mujer, su astucia
de gatita
atandonada y vagabunda, la hacfa
superior a
Tonet. Se cuedarfan en la selva,
tverdad? YA
buscarfan al dfa siguiente, al
volver al pueblo,
un pretext° para explicar su ave
ntura. .angonera
sera el responsable. cllos
pasarfan la noche
allf, yiendo lo cue jamas habfan
visto;
don:Arian juntos: serfan como mar
ido y mujer.-JJ
This direction by Neleta is ver
y significant. It terminates
her childhood and Tonet's and
begins her inexorable control
of Tonet.
Sometime later, Tonet is shamed
by a physical
beating that is given to him
by his father in the CA3l
- amel
Tavern. Being old enough for the
army, Tonet joins as a
means to escape possible rid
icule resulting from this
beating. 'Mile he is away in
Cuba, Neleta marries
CaRamel,
... the virtual owner of the lit
tle village of
Palmar

239 m1sco Tb‘riez, Ca'!'tas v barro,
pp. c7—c .
240
' S:7ain, Vicente Kase° Icanez Rea
listic
Technioues, p. 48.
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far as ::eleta is concerned, this marriase is
only a leans whereby she may attain money, socthing she
has never had.

Yeleta does not love Cariamel, " ... who is

dc,minated ... until his once strong body is weakened to
death ....,241
:3efore CaZam41 dies, however, Tonet returns to
s.

the villa!--e.

'hen he corLes back to this small community,

eleta is able not only to renew her amorous relationship
with him, but also to conceal it for a while from her
husband:
Caramel
::ada lefa en la =trade de :eleta en
los ojos de extraiio resplandor, ligeramente
ironicos, con que acogla estas reprimendas
mientras ofrecia un vaso a su antiguo novio.242
:onetheless,

eleta maes clear to Tonet her feelings lbout

hil as well as her feelings about her husband:
:Zeleta, con los ojos htimedos, sep7ua a Tonet
en todas sus evoluciones or la taberna de grupo
en zrupo.
Cubano adivinaba este e7locin. Habla soiie.do
con el ....
Los ojos de ieleta iban hacia el Cubano con una
expresion reveladora del despreclo que sentfa por
su mar4 d0.243
Not lon;7 after this, Neleta demonstrates even more of her
ability to influence Tonet.
24110
- i-2.
u

't 4

p.

7Then these two are alone

48.

'
-Rlasco Ibanez, CEass z barro, p. 83.
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aboard a little boat that is crossing the Albufera,
Neleta guides Tonet's actions somewhat as she had
done in
the selva:
Neleta le llamo con voz dulce, en la que
habia algo de arrullo maternal.
Y le hizo sentar ,lunto a ella, indicando que
en el montOn de camo estaria ms cdmodamente
que en la popa.
•
cayeron en el mont.-'n de aliamo, olvidados
de todo, con el deseo de no levantarse mAs.244
From this adulterous relationship Neleta conceives a child.
Partly because Neleta serves him alcoholic drinks,
CaSiamel grown physically worse.

ecause he needs closer

attention to his sickness, CaFiamel goes to Ruzafa.

While

he is there, Neleta takes care of their tavern.
Within just a short time Cana• mel dies.

Neleta

hardly cries when he passes away, for her concern is about
the will of her deceased husband.

She learns to her great

•••

joy that she is well provided for by Caanel.

The only

stipulation of his will is the following:
•
si ella volvia a casarse o demostraba con su
conducta sostener relaciones amorosas con alglin
hombre, la parte de su fortuna de que podia
disponer pasase a su cunada y a todos los
parieates de la primera esposa.25
This stipulation creates 4f'

Neleta a problem.

But she is

willing to do anything to maintain her newly acquired
fortune.

9etoret-Paris ha F made a good summary concerning

2441bid.,

pp. 122-12.

24c
P- 168e

•
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this aspect cf

CaFas v barro:

Esta clausula referente a las futuras relaciones
de :.leleta ocasiona indirectamente la tragedia final
de Caiies
3arro - - - el infanticidio y el suicidio
de Tonet - - - al combinarse con la codicia y el
odio de la tabernera, sunerives al amor leFitimo
que hubiera Podido gozar casandose con su
amante.246
Instead of marrying the father of the unborn child
she carries, :;eleta, transformed by wealth into an even
more
ruthless person than she was before, assumes from this
point
on a more and more domineering role.
that she is pregnant, "

when Neleta is positive

sin hablar de ello al amante,

buscaba el medio de deshacerse la nueva vida que sent4
a
latir en sus entre:4as como una amenaza para su avari
cia."247
'I.otivated by her selfish greed, Neleta, in spite of Tonet
's
paternal impulse, causes him to abandon the child when
it
:t•

is born:

"Tonet la ofa aterrado.

Intent‘ resistirse, pero

la mirada de ::eleta impusci cierto miedo a su volun
tad..."248
In a miserable state of guilt, Tonet obeys Neleta
and throws the newly-born baby into the reeds and
mud.
Shortly after this, Tonet discovers, while hunting,
the
partly decomposed body of his child.

This so Profoundly

drives home to him his wrong doing that he
kills himself.
Later Tonet's dead body is discovered by his
grandfather,
246--,,etoret-Faris, El Costur,trismo Rec-ionpl,
P. 197.
2117
, /Blasco Inez, Leas 7 barro, p. 176.
z4

n. 182.
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who so tersely sums
"Aquella

UD

influence upon Tonet:

eleta resultata una nerra ardorosa que halla

perdido al 7:luchacho, empujIndolo al crimen por conservan su
dinero ....' 249
Ca5as

::eletats extree importance

1thin

barro is vital to its nlot, 5.ts conflict, and its

eventuel resolution.
249Ibid., n. 228.

CHAPTER
ThE DCY.I!TATIVE

ArD ASPECTS CF THE

PHILOSCPHY CF ELASOC IEZ
The dominative voman has been shown to be a very
selfish character who is an extremely importan
t part of
the novels being consideised.

In many instances her

power is only oppressive; at other times
it is fatal.
some cases it is both of these at the same time
.

In

Thenever

men are controlled by the dominative woman, they
lose
freedom in various ways and often encounter sufferin
g and
destruction.

In addition, this woman sometimes leads men

into acts of betrayal, illegal actions, material
is.1, and
decadence.

One of the examples of loss of freedom is that

of beinz unable to fulfill the artistic impu
lse to create.
Another instance of this is seen 7hen some
are forced by
the dominative woman to act azainst thei
r will.

16_,; other

times, there are those w1-.o are not allowed
to do what they

want because of this woman's tyrannical power
over them.
The suffering which others receive

at

the hands of the

dominative woman is sometimes the result
of her corruptive
influence.

In rost cases this corruption stems from the

self-centered narroness of this worn 1:ho
does anz'thi-iT
103
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to satisfy her er7o.

At other times, it is the greediness

of -;-is character that leads to corruption and rufferinr7
.
The destructiveness of this woman manifests itself
in rany ways.

She destroys an - ,-tistic cred,
:, as well as

the bonds of conjual fidelity or those of love and the
hoe.e.

I:oreover, this character even causes the destruction

of human life.
In many ways the dominative woman of the novels
which have been considered personifies ne:7ative aspec
ts of
Blasco Ibaez's life and philosophy.

Blasco himself has

mentioned how his mother caused him to become a lawyer
instead of a seaman, as he wanted to be:

"Hubieran sido

mis deseos entrar en la marina de zusrra: rero, por
voluntad de mi madre, tuve oue ser7uir la carrera, mAs
pacffica l de Dereerlo."250

Similarily doa

ernarda within

Ent-r'e na.1-ar os forces her son, Rafael, into the role
of
dinutado when he is not really interested in this.

Like

Rafael, Blasco as a younz man abandoned his home and
mother
and searched for freedom, only to be told by his mothe
r's
messenzer to return home.
an adolescent, Blasco IbNez wrcte a sonnet
which called for the elimination of kings, and he
was
imprisoned for six months.

:,Thco.mter
inr the oppressiveness

of Josefina, which represents a tradition that impos
es its
will urcn the artist, Renovales within La :?ia Desru
ia
250_
raasco IbTez, "Ncta ?„ioblic7raf'ica," in Cbran
ConDlet5:.s, D. 9.
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finds himself a slave and prisoner of the tyrannisal
sickness of this woman.

1:etoret-Paris claims Blasco's

personal attitude towards the restrictions placed upon an
artist is similar to that of Renovales when he speaks the
following about the famous Academia of Spain:
iPUaf! 1La Academia! Y el gesto despreciativo
del artista encerr6 en una misma repagnancia la
Academia de la Lengua y las dem4s Academias; la
Pintura, la literatura, todas las manifestaciones
del pensamiento, amojamadas y agarrotadas, con una
inmortalidad de momia, en los vendajes de la
tradici6n, las reglas y el respeto a los
precedentes.251
DoZa Yanuela within Arroz

tartana has been

portrayed as an example of the dominative woman who will
do almost anything to satisfy her selfish, materialistic
desires.

She, in many ways, is the very antithesis of

what 7:lasco Ibanez would have mankind to be:
Todos los hombres son lo mismo, y nuestros
progresos puramente exteriores, mecAnicos
y materiales
Lo que he aprendido es
eue debemos crearnos un alma nueva y
entonces todo serA fAcil. Necesitamos
matar el egoism°, y as, la abliegaci6n
y la tolerancia, cue ahora s6lo conocen
unos 9antos espiritus privilegiados,
llegaran a sr virtudes comunes a todos
los hombres.'52
In a number of ways, this statement is extremely important
to the understanding of the relationship of "Plasco's
philosophy and the dominative woman.

DD.

For it is not only

251 etoret-Pa,
"is, El Costu7brismo Repional,
132-133.
252("--scl Contell, Aventurero Y

ovelirta,

D. 167.
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dcria ;.anuela of Arroz z tartar
a that is egotistic, but
in all the novels cited in thi
s study the dominative
woman has this same trait.
Particularly are aspects of Neleta
's materialism
within CaFas z barro antitheti
cal to the above
philosophical scatements of Bla
sco Ib‘Fez. Motivated by
an egotism that seeks solelj
materialistic progress,
Neleta tolerates nothing that
stands in the way of her
desire. As a result, she destro
ys in order to achieve her
will. Slave-like in obedie
nce to Neleta, Tonet is finall
y
led by her to destroy his own
child and then to destroy
himself.
Far from the kind of Progress whi
ch the dominative
woman seeks, Blasco Ib4fie
z's concent cf progress is one
that includes a definite concer
n for mankind. It is not
the progress of machinery and
material, but, instead, it is
a pro7ress wherein all men wou
ld be converted to have a
virtuous inner condition. Unl
ike the inner condition of
the dominative woman, Masco'
s men and women would seek
freedom and liberty for all
people, as well as a way of
life wherein free expression
could flourish.
Believing that the republican for
m of government
was partly an answer to
many of his country's ills, Bla
sco
Ib4?l
- ez strongly opposed the Mon
archy. In doing so, he met
with disfavor fro7i his rot'r,er
and father, as well as fror,
the officials of the Spanis
h government. In fact, so
stron,s71y did Blasco champion
the cause of the republic and
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so vi0:orously did he oppose the Yonarchy, that he was
imprisoned many times.

In one instance he described the

Spanish lonarchy of his day in the following manner:
A country morally corrupted by its monarchy,
agitatd by separatist movements, badly governed
by Ministries whose one thought is to assure
their own existence, follows inevitably the
path leading to destruction.253
Eecause the reader has already noted the
characteristics and actions of the dominative woman, he
may easily, therefore, observe the

reat similarity

between her characteristics and those that Blasco ibez
gave to the Spanish Xonarchy.

As the Spanish Xonarchy,

in the eyes of Blasco Ib4Rez, corrupted and led to
destruction, so too does the dominative woman corrupt and
destroy.
Although larp!e portions of books have been devoted
to the hizhly complex life and philosophy of Blasco Ibanez,
there are certain aspects which emerge that are closely
related to his opposition to some of the domineering
forces he encountered.

One of these aspects is Blasco

4-

Ibanez's social idealism.

To a larp-e extent, it is

understandable that this caused him to devote his life to
the cause of prop-ress and liberty.254

Seeing that "...

253V. Blasco Ibi-Tez, "Masters of Spain," The
AP-e, COMIV (January, 1925), p. 190.
254Aessel Schwartz, E:1., Irt=',2ct1on to :::cern
Spanish Literature (yew
"IwaYne Publishers, Inc.,
1.968), D. 41.
Livin

n3
tragedy comes often from existina social conditions which
the indiviusl alone is powerless to change, but which will
yield to the attempts of the maas,"2(. 55 Blasco wrote novels
that ha

the doinant note of protest "... contra las

injusticias Fociales ...."256

Even thouTh there is no

explicitly stated thee of social protest within the five
novels of this study, the very fabric of each of these works
contains definite aspects of protest.
of La

From the total impact

a 1a Desnuda, the reader becomes al;are cf a protest

against a static tradition that destroys artistic
innovation.

ecause of the selfish greed embodied in

dona Pernarda within Entre naranos and because of the
results of her actions, the reader knows that a society
which produces persons such as this should be Chanced.
Arroz

tartnra has a similar theme.

In this work the

narrator wages his protest against selfish materialism
that destroys freedom, happiness, and life.

'oth Flor de

:iayo, and CaFlas v barl-o illustrate societies that are so
economically oppressive that they produce selfish and
diabolic characters.
Coupler' with his being stubborn and rebellious,257
255Katlaerine Reding, "Hasco Ibanez and Zola,"
Hispania, VT (December, 1923), 370.
256G4rez De -2acuero, Cultura Espanola

evista, XII,

950.
257V1cente 7-lasco TbeitZez, La 3srrcs, ed. .t.r Paul
T. 1.:anehester. (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1933),
p. vii.
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Blasco Ibs_nez's social idealism also most like
ly
contributed to his willingness and near mani
a to fight
against the corruption, egotism, and destruction
that
he said the Spanish :onarch,
s represented. From Blasco
4Tbanez's point of view, this form of government
had such
a devastating effect upon the national characte
r that he
made the following comment about it:
Thanks to the Bourbon 7onarchy, the country of
Don Quijote has become the country of Sancho
Panza, greedy, cowardly, servile, incapable of
any idea outside of sensual pleasure.253
This also describes the effects which the
dominative woman works upon her victim.

She too destroys

Yhatever idealism that might exist; she too bree
ds
greediness in others;

she too forces those that fall 1.nder

her control into a servile state.
The statements which Blasco Ibanez made about the
:onarchy of his land are expressed in a most
disparaging
tone.

In a similar manner, Blasco Ibez has cons
istently

alaintained a pejorative tone when alluding to
the
characteristics, the imagery, and the role of
the dominative
woman within the five novels studied in this
writing.
Many of the negative aspects of the dominative
woman of
these works demonstrate great similarities
to those
monarchical forces against which Flasco
fought.
..
Tbanez, The Lirin7

CCC7-7:II,T,

j.1.•••1=r
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— hen one considers the e7tremely essential role
that the dominative woman portrays in the novels
of this
study, he ten may acknowledge how she causes other
characters to think and act.

In her dominative ray, this

woman is almost a replica of the Spanish

onarchy, which

Blasco Itez described as egotirtjcal, greedy, corruptive,
and destructive.
For instance, within Entre naranlos she destroys
Rafael's opPo-stunity to have liberty and love by forcincr
him to abandon Leonora and return to her.

when he does so,

he comes to recoznize that he has only a living death
left.
Having been deprived of love and freedom by doF:a Fernarda,
Rafael no loner is an idealist with dreams.

Ke is,

instead, a broken man, saddened with the life that he must

Selfishly greedy, within Arroz
doLlinative woman destroys her son.

tartara the

A good boy who has

plans to marry a wholesome rrirl, Juanito is corrupted
by
doz-ia :anuela's hideous materialism.

Not only does she

cause Juanito to become possessed with the fever
for
money, but she also destroys him by her adulterous
relationship with seFror Cuadros.
Represented by Dolores within Flor de :ayo, the
dominative woman is Instrumental in causing her husban
d to
destroy himself alon2. with an entire fishinT crew.
Because of Tetor's shockino: discovery of Dolore
s's
adulterous relationship with his brother, he is not
only
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willing to destroy his Fier de '::ayo,
but he also wishes to
die. 1L.t the last moment when he decides
to prevent the
destruction of his crew, it is far too late
.

By this point,

it is only a matter of time until
the all consuming
destruction of Retor's boat, his cre::, his brot
her, and
himrlf comes about -- all because of the
dominative
woman.
Destructive in other ways, Josefina

ithIn

:ajaDesnuda causes Renovales's thoughts
of love for her
to turn into thoughts of hatred.
only does she kill
the love which her husband has for
her, but she also
destroys Renovales' desire to paint
in his own style.
Retresentin:- traditional forces of Spai
n, Josef ma causes
her husband to naint in a manner that
is acceptable ti., a
traditional concept of art. Even thou:th aban
doning his
••-

A

4
•$,
3

ideal of painting aids Renovales in
becoming wealthy, it
also causes him to turn his back or
his artistic freedom.
Hence, it is seen that Josef ma dest
roys her husband's
artistic creativity, along with
his love for her.
:eleta of CaF!as v barro is called
Blasco's
stroncest woman character.29

In being so, she contributes

to her husband's sickness and
eventual death.

In addition,

because of her selfish greed for
her inheritance from
Caaamel, eleta is greatly inst
rumental in Tonet's killing
their i 7 legitimate child.
fter this, Tonet, who has been
1.sicania, XVIII, 34.

......sitemothillagfteadmali•

11?
in abject bondar7e to ::eleta, prefers to kill himself
because of his extreme sense of r-uilt.

Thu:,

elet7, by

means of her oppressive domination, brinrrs about not only a
violation of equity lair, but she

as caused a desecration

of moral law as well.
These examples of the dominative woman are

• :1

important, for they illustrate an egotism, a Freed, a
corruption, and a destructiveness very similar to thnt
which 31asco Ttc-iez 4'currht arrainst throughout his life.
Ihey are sic.nificant also because throuzh them one may see

•

how the characteristics of this w=an greatly determine
the destinies of other people, similar to the way that
Hlasco saw those blind and rrreedy forces of his ccuntry
determinin

the destiny of Spain.

Furthermore, these

examples help to establish once more the deadly effects
of this character, as well as to re-emphasize the
memorable role which she portrays.
Although this writing has dealt with Tntre naranjos,
in detail, mention has not been made of siznificant aspects
of this novel which are related to what Plasco Ibez
came to believe.

Similar to Rafael, who served as

ditutado, 7=larco Ibez performed this service for seven
terms.
••
;

Of this experience, =lasso writes, ":To he tenido

otro carro cue el de dir,utado;
en un

n1 s

donde crt,-.

la Camara.260

•

r•v•

fui diputado riete veces

es K-ratuita tor sel-.tc:_rre en

H eirr, the
e idealist that he was,

26°Conte, CHA, L-LXII, 511.

/~
1.a.cco Ibanez
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wrs ;7111inr to do this in order to help improve Spain.

ut

just as Rafael comes to realize that he is only a fir-ure-head
to be managed by dona

21asco Ibanez saw " ... that

a dinutado is only a fiFure-head who has no real power and
no real chance to do anything of value for the country. u261
Swain implies that it was most likely this realization,
coupled with Kasco's love for writing novels, that caused
him to refuse to serve in this post after his seventh
term.262

Ouite similar to the didactic qualities of Entre

naran os, Hasco's personal philosophy, as demonstrated by
his 1..ords and actions, teaches a lesson.

It is that if one

is dominated by forces tha:.; cause him to once turn his back
on his love and freedom, as does Rafael, he will most
1regain::ely never be able to reain them.

-:hen 71asco IbLez

decided to lea7e his post as dinutado he said, "... there
are twenty thousand men in Spain who would make just es
good or better deputies than I, but not outte so many
• 40,
.

who could w,
'iLe better nove1s."263
The same lesson that hrs been observed within
4. ,c.
7.7•41 :4

naran.ins is also presenLed in La 1.:ala Desnuda.

Si.milar to Rafael, who loses his love and freedom because
261

Vicente 7-:11asc
7echnicues, p. 136.

Tbanez Realistic

262Tbid., pp. 136-137.
2631mid., D.
.6.

tf-
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of his mother's domination, Renovales loses his desire to
artistic3117 create teeause of Jooefina's deadenin
The same may be said of Arroz v

Influence upon him.
tartanp.

That is, when Juanito acouiesces to doF:a.

control over him, he completely loses his freedom to
determine his dentin-:.

His plans for a business are lost,

alonFr with his opportunity to marry Tonica.
.5ez's
Keniston believes that all of 7,1asco Ibs1
early works contain " ... the conflict between the
individual and a society deep-rooted in the cruel and
selfish prejudices of the pant."264

Those cruel and

selfish oualities already pointed out about the dominative
woman appear to he very similar to this society which
Keniston mentions.

At any rate, the dominative ?:oman ts

characterized by Blasco Ibez as an eeotistio 7:.erson
.
.- 7ecause of this,

whose power is oppressive to others.
a

o those enemies of progress and
hfreedom ar-ainst whom -ilasco Ibanez wrote and fought.
she is very similar

4

Inasmuch as the effects of the dominative woman produce
loss of freedom, betrayal of faith, violation of law,
materialism, decadence, sufferinz, corruption, and
destruction, she Is like those many forces which _7.1asco
bIbanez so vigorously opposed.

In vai-ious ways, the

symbolic role that the do_ainative woman portrays within
the roves of this study reflects many of the neeative

2611 _
Aeniston,

7Ption, 12,-XXVII, 622.
P
.0

=4.
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aspects of 1,
7_lasco's philosophy that he demonstrated by his
words and by his actions.

It is understandable how this

lover of freedom, -,:ho said new' the end of his life that
he was trying to eli-ninate from his country a drendful
curse,265 could have portrayed aspects of that curse by
means of his dominative woman.
-)45

-Tuohy, The ::ation,

41.4.

CO:TCLUSIU;
After examining the five novels of this study in the
light of certain aspects of the life and philosophy of
'=lasco Ib ?a.ez, and after noting characteristics, physical
appearances, ima7ery, ;Ind the simificant role of the
dominative woman within the plots of these works, it seems
justifiable to make some conclusions.
- Then the personal life of Blasco Ibanez ''as
examined, it :as noted that durinc7, his childhood he
developed into a person who had a determined and rebellious
personality.

Observed too were those negative forces that

rejected, restricted, punished, and to some extent,
doLdnated him. Pointed out also was the fact that Blaco
,
Ibanez opposed those;forces by means of his political and
literary efforts.

Aided by his readings and influenced by

his uncle, Blasco came to champion the cause of the
republic.

In so doin, he met with disfavor fro'71 his

parents and became for the remainder of his life an open
opponent of the Spanish Ionarchy, which he said was
corrupt, 7reedy, and destructive.

He was seen then to

Incur numerous imPrisonments because of his direct fight
a-ainst this force.

In addition, it T'as lndicpted for

a time Blasco served as a dInutado to the Spanish
121
.411.
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Parliament, but he forsook this post when he saw he could
do nothin7 to correct the ills of the Monarchy.

Further

noted '7ere aspects of the Monarchy against which Elasco
Ibanez rtruggled.

They were self-centered narrowness,

,zreediness, traditionalism, and those enemies to his
concept of progress.

All these he contended resulted in

sufferin7 and destruction.

Yoted also was that the

dominative woman in the novels studied in this writing
portrayed negetive forces that were similar to those with
which nasco struggled in his life.
:hen
the characteristics and physical appearances
of the dominative woman were observed, it was learned that
she was revealed as sick, selfish, greedy, materialistic,
sexually immoral, and destructive.

The result of these,

it was found, prcduced law violation, actions of betrayal,
corruption, decadence, loss of freedom, suffering., and
destruction.

The fait was discovered that her

characteristics and physical appearance revealed various
aspects of thosaqualities above, while it was also
cbserved that the results produced by this woman varied to
some extent, depending upon the novel being considered.
Furthermore 2 the imagery related to the dominative
woman was shown to be important and revealing.

Its

importance was demonstrated by how it concisely described
this character.

This description was revealing,for the

imaFery related to the dominative woman portrad her as
an authoritarian, threatening, and 111:e an idol, a child,
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a cat, a snake, and a dead person.

ThrouFrh this portrait

was reflected this character's aressiveness, as well as
her diabolic and destructive influence.
The plots of the five novels considered were all
Freatly advanced by the role which the dominative woman
played within them.

She was observed to be a most

important fi7ure whose words and actions often determined
the direction and final outcome or other people's lives.
Yoreover, her effects were extremely pernicious.

At times

these effects were so devastatinT that they destroyed
faithfulness, freedom, love and physical life.
It was observed that the dominative woman revealed
specific ner7ative aspects of the author's Philosophy.
Those aspects were indicated to be very similar to the
oppressive forces which he encountered in the Spanish
lonarchy, as well as some that he faced within his personal
life.

Pointed out

as Elasco Ibanez's concept of prop7ress

for which he struggled in his political activities and in
his literary endeavors.

This oror7ress was one that

included a definite concern for mankind, a concern that
all men might seek freedom and liberty for all.
71arco Iban.ez was a social idealist.

And despite

all the difficulties he encountered from contact with
oppressive and domineerin:7 forces Pithin his life, he
remainet true to his dream of improvinz the lot of his
'

".

A

fellow man.

:y 1)crtrayinA7 throu:rh the dominative wolan

12h
many of the neative forces he saw, Blasco Presented to
his readers a lesson consistent with his dream.

•
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